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Lee Cheongan 

The issue No. 23 of SEOUL MADE was full of lines that 
shed spotlight on significance of history, legacy, and most 
of all, archiving. I appreciate the magazine for the wonderful 
contents.  

Annie

It was a chance encounter when I came to start reading 
SEOUL MADE. The magazine opened my eyes to a diversity 
of lifestyle and stories and updated me with a dose of issues 
and news from culture and art scenes. The coverage urged 
me to visit every single place that was featured. Uniqueness 
of each place and ethos and values of each interviewee 
aroused my curiosity. Honestly, I’m already looking forward 
to the next issue. I would definitely recommend this magazine 
for those with keen interest in learning what’s going on 
around the world.

Kim Jangshin

My new year’s resolution is to “keep archiving.” I had 
the same new year’s resolution last year, but only with 
disastrous outcome. I learned a painful lesson that it is 
such an enormous challenge to write a single line of simple 
sentence. But turning every page of the twenty third issue 
of SEOUL MADE, I found myself being stirred with urges to 
start keeping archives of my ever day life. One of the most 
useful tips I got from the magazine, specifically the interview 
with the founder of Soso Stationary, was that I could try 
keeping a journal in the morning, which was quite unlike the 
conventional wisdom that one should keep it at the end of the 
day. Agreeably, the magazine has been a pump prime for 
me to start a meaningfully good habit. 

Columbus Ant 

I started reading magazines to give myself some doses of 
contents and found a crystal from dirt, SEOUL MADE. The 
issue No. 22 covered “tastes,” and the coverage and storage 
fascinated me for the message stressing that to get to know 
about a person, one should learn about his or her tastes. 

Lily J

I could relate myself to one of the sentences from the article 
which stressed that cultivating one’s own tastes was about 
enriching one’s life, and in this sense, tastes can make one 
shine through in life. The line was so touching to me that 
I found myself reading out over and over. I wish I could 
cultivate and build up my own tastes so that I could feel and 
explore more.  

Moon Seongnam

The nineteenth issue of SEOUL MADE themed around “zero 
waste.” To me, the issue also sought to deliver messages 
on circulation. Zero waste lifestyle has recently become part 
of the mainstream. My neighborhood sees a small group of 
local residents experimenting with activities and measures 
to resolve environmental issues. I hope that the society can 
buttress these activities to keep up with good work.  

Seoul Made

《SEOUL MADE》 has been created to provide you with a diverse and 
fresh experience that is unique to Seoul.
Are you a millennial with a smartphone? Then you’ve found just the right brand. 
At 《SEOUL MADE》, we deliver Seoul’s tasteful, elegant, and convenient products 
and services that represent its vibrant atmosphere right to your doorstep.

《SEOUL MADE》 reflects the change in the industry of Seoul. We start from the 
history of hand-made manufacturing businesses and make our way to the state-
of-the-art brainwork that will transform the city’s landscape.
We cherish the baby boomers’ business values that led to Seoul’s miraculous 
growth, and we also celebrate the brilliant ideas of millennials that will shift the 
landscape of the city’s industry.

Our brand’s magazine, 《SEOUL MADE》, is a monthly publication that documents 
the dynamic changes in the city’s industry and the various individuals, companies, 
and platforms that come up with innovative ideas. We reinterpret the tales that 
we collect in our magazines to rediscover and furnish the stories that shine with 
“Seoul’s vibes.” 

Seoul Business Agency
www.seoulmade.com
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Globalization brought about expansion of labor market, as well as commodity and service markets. 
Technology changed the way we communicate, and labor has been reinterpreted revolving around 
its value, as well as its function as livelihood. In this regard, businesses had little choices but to seek 
transformation in various forms. But admittedly, it is always easier said than done. The originator of 
innovation of business process, Hammer and Champy revealed in their research that approximately 
70% of those who make attempts for change end up with failure, while 23% of those face vague 
results, and only the rest of 7% see tangible outcomes. Comparing between the successful 7% and the 
underperforming 70%, “transformation of organizational culture” has been the key to achievement. Then 
you may as well wonder how organizational culture can be transformed. Scores of business leaders 
seek to find answers on how the organizations can transform to perform better and what should be 
done to satisfy members of the organizations. However, organizational culture differ by industry, size, 
and structure that even in the academia, only a handful of cases of academic research can be found. 
Having spent years studying transformation management, here are three core pillars of how to achieve 
transformation of organizational culture with success.

“The roles and responsibilities of the mangers are to play to 
devise a desirable organizational culture suitable for the times 
and the environment in which the organization is facing and thus, 
to promote successful changes.”
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Transformation of 
Corporate Culture 

Transformation is one of the tasks that business leaders cannot 
get away from. Years of research on transformation in business 
organizations and culture derived conclusion for the three major 
pillars of transformation management – first, repeated and continuous 
communication to minimize uncertainty; second, transformation to 
start from what is visible; and third, sensibility to make most of critical 
moments and events. 

TOPIC
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Efforts Should be Made to Minimize Uncertainty 
Management needs to continue communicating with its staff members to minimize uncertainty that 
could be borne out of upcoming transformation. In the research that I previously conducted with Denise 
Rousseau at Carnegie Mellon University on organizational transformation, it was revealed that resistance 
to transformation was part of expression of broad interpretation of cost that they should bear in the midst 
of possible uncertainty. Humans tend to take actions when utility outpaces costs. In contrast, when 
they see uncertainty, they become sensitive to costs. However, since uncertainty is inevitable for all 
types of transformation, most of us end up with broad interpretation on actual cost. This explains why a 
lot of choose to resist, rather than following suits. Moreover, uncertainty is directly linked with issues of 
familiarity. To resolve the issues, communication will be the key to relieve concerns and thus, minimize 
risks to avoid resistance to changes in culture.    

Transformation of Culture Should Start from Anything Visible
It takes numerous elements to establish organizational culture. This includes visible to invisible aspects, 
such as features and key customers, how members communicate, shared norms and values, and 
philosophy that leads to decision-making. Among them, visible aspects such as organizational symbols 
and buildings have much weaker resistance to change than invisible counterparts. This is because it 
is relatively easier so long as financial elements are available to buttress. However, invisible elements 
such as thoughts, values, and philosophy shared by members are difficult to transform. Occasionally, 
impatient managers seek transformation with invisible elements. However, such hasty attempts may 
often lead to consequence of massive resistance and failure.

In the past, I had chance to study one of the larger-sized law firms. The concern of the management 
was that the gap in social status perceived between its partner lawyers’ group and its in-house lawyers’ 
group was wide that informal communication was virtually cut off among these lawyers. As a result, the 
working environment was very dry, and lawyers were less fascinated in the process of communication. 
In order to solve the problem, the law firm continued to training its lawyers, and emphasized that 
partner lawyers are not dominating over in-house lawyers, but collaborating colleagues, and that 
the contributions of in-house lawyers are the core of the law firm's performance. Nevertheless, the 
perspective of in-house lawyers toward partner lawyers showed little changes. Then one day, the law 
firm transformed the second floor of the law firm building into a cafe serves its members with affordable 
yet high quality coffee menus made by a barista who had won a world championship. The café has 
become a favorite space for all members of the law firm, and lawyers interacted more often among one 
another. Up to close conversations helped lawyers take a step back and think about what their team 
members may think of, opened channels for informal communication, and most of all, narrowed invisible 
gaps among different lawyer groups. Ultimately, the lawyers began to understand one another that a 
sound organizational culture based on close communication has settled. Although it took substantial 
amount of time, the efforts generated positive results that could not be seen with many years of 
education and training. Rather, a small change that started from the visible place paved the way into 
reaching a change in one's mind.
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Make Most of CIT (Critical Incident Technique) 
As you work for an organization, you are likely to build up your own daily routine. You have your work 
assigned, and a few predictable events and issue rise above the surface. Sometimes, the same 
decisions or the adjustments may be repeated from the past. "Critical Incident Technique" refers to a 
new event that takes place outside the routine. Most people perceive a new and uncertain situation 
called a decisive event as a threat. However, great leaders, paradoxically, make most of it as a golden 
opportunity to inform and share what philosophy and values you have as a leader through decision-

making. Along with organizational changes, attempts for cultural transformation turns out to be outside of 
the routine, and thus, all members pay attention to their leader facing the event of uncertainty. Therefore, 
in promoting transformation, the leader needs the wisdom to think of it as a golden opportunity to share 
his or her thoughts and to show determination in the process and content of the change.

Managers have many concerns and questions about building an organizational culture. However, 
there is no culture that can be relevant to all types of organizations. Just as each person is born with 
different personality and character, each organization has built its own organizational culture. This forms 
a large framework and provides guidelines for members to make decisions and act. The roles and 
responsibilities of the mangers are to play to devise a desirable organizational culture suitable for the 
times and the environment in which the organization is facing and thus, to promote successful changes. 
As a person who has observed and conducted research on organizational culture and behavior, 
methodologies for successfully promoting organizational and cultural changes will bring meaningful 
results in each organization.

Professor Kim has keen interest in human behavior within the context of 
organization, and conducts research on leadership, conflict management, 
organizational transformation, cognition and error. Before joining Korea 
University, he taught and researched in Department of Business Management, 
Delaware University in the United States. The business management professor 
acquired his bachelor’s degree in business management from Seoul National 
University, master’s degree in business management in A&M University and 
Ph.D in Carnegie Mellon University in the United States. 

About Kim Taegyu 
Professor of Department 
of Business Management, 
Korea University 
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Brand to Build up Together – Emergence of New Communication Method 

A Seoul-based design studio that has seen its success in rebranding projects for a list of 
clients, including Ottugi, Lotte World, New Balance, and Shinhan Card, “MO BETTER WORKS” 
has begun to share its stories through its YouTube channel “MOTV” since August 2019. 
The YouTube channel has attracted more than fifty thousand subscribers, and furthermore, 
its latest publication titled, Free Workers claimed the top position of the bestseller list in the 
economics and business in Korea in less than a day after the first release in May 2021. The 
key was to engage with its fans so that the fans could feel that they are playing their part in 
building up the brands. The cases of this game-changing design studio clearly implies that 
communication with transparency will make a firm foundation for growth. 

Source “Pursuit if Branding by Engaging Fans – Lightness, Openness, and Sense of Participation are the Key,”

 Issue No. 331 Dong Ah Business Review, 2021 
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For More Pleasant Workplace – Organizational Culture in Transition 

Scores of businesses began to take a leap forward from offering perks for employees to seek 
satisfaction and wellbeing of their members and offer practical help and advice. To make these 
possible, numerous businesses have taken on their journey of building entirely new organizational 
culture. Start-ups where millennials and Generation Z make up the pivotal part of the organizations 
are pioneering in introducing novel culture – for instance, some are sparing time to invite meditation 
gurus for meditation, while some others are running day care center for companion animals. Some 
others are experimenting with global remote working system that encourage their talents be based 
in virtually anywhere around the world. 

Source “Play Time, Meditation, and Counselling…Start-ups Heralding in Introducing Novel Corporate Culture”, 

 Seoul Economy, 2021  
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Entirely New Attitudes Towards Work – The Era of Outperformers 

Growing number of professionals seek to outperform at work. Whereas promotion and salary raise 
were the main goals in the past, younger-aged professionals have turned to personal growth for 
fulfillment of potential and proactive social activities. In this sense, they log into online platforms 
for continuous learning and choose classes to hone their skills and suit their needs. All of these 
efforts are deeply rooted in perception of individual personality as a brand and efforts are being 
made to enhance the brand value. Compared to the older-aged generations, these younger-aged 
professionals may be less loyal to their organizations, but have clearer ideas on their aspiration for 
both their professional and personal growth. 

Source “Why the Millennials and Gen Z Seek to Outperform at Work”, E Daily, 2021
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Changes in Business Goals – Social Values Gaining As Much Importance As Profit 

According to “CEO Survey” that was conducted in 2018, 62 % of 402 CEO responded that the key 
business goal is to established value-based corporate culture. Weather the storm through the Great 
Recession and collapse of major financial institutions, the millennials are actively raising their voice 
by taking actions, such as boycotting products from companies that merely seek profits. In pursuit of 
relevance to the recent trend shifts, higher-ranked managers no longer draw lines between business 
profits and public interests. The business need to seek balance between business profits and public 
interest to be recognized in the market. In short, to keep business afloat, much attention should be 
paid to social values, as well as profits.  

Source “Social Changes Becoming Part of Business Goals – It Shall Take Courage of CEO for Transformation”, 

 Maeil Business Newspaper, 2020
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Smart Ways to Work, 
Pairing Freedom 
with Responsibility 

Tony Park, Leader of 
Toss People & Culture Team 

Recently, the copy, “Everything about Toss” has 
become familiar to many. Because the financial 
platform, Toss is ready to open up everything about 
itself, everything inside seems to be transparent 
now. The magazine met the leader of People & 
Culture Team for Toss, who overseas recruitment 
process and building up sound and sustainable 
organizational culture in the financial platform 
that has been staffed with over fourteen thousand 
professionals. Here is a delve into the culture of 
Toss that is poised to take on its ambitious journey. W
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It is a pleasure to meet you. Please introduce yourself.
I’m Tony Park, leader of People & Culture Team for Toss. I have 
had experience in human resource in Canada and the US for 
two decades and came to Korea two years ago to join Toss.

What are roles and responsibility of People & Culture Team?

The team is responsible for finding the best performing talents, 
create environment for these talents to perform well. 

How did your relationship with Toss start?
It’s a long story to tell you but let me be brief. I was working in 
San Francisco back then, and barely knew about Toss. Then 
one of the HR managers of Toss contacted me, and I kept 
getting messages. I first thought about referring my friends. I 

had a chance to travel to Seoul for vacation and met the CEO, 
Seunggeon. I figured that we clicked and could see that the 
CEO was passionate and committed to building sound corporate 
culture. So, I decided to work together.

Your work has brought you here in Seoul then.
And my Korean is still limited. It’s still challenging for me to order 
menu at restaurants. But since I was born here, I feel that I have 
connection with the city to a certain extent. In fact, my children 
were born and have grown up in the US that they are culturally 
American. It is the first time for all my family – including myself 
and my children – to live in Korea. And having spent two years in 
Seoul, I will have to see how we can blend ourselves.

The key message I want to deliver is 
that the team is here to build a work 
environment where each member can 
carry out with his or her work, without 
relying on an HR team.

You have had an extensive experience has a HR manager for 
companies including Walt Disney, McDonald’s, and Lululemon. 
Working for Toss, you have found vast difference from the 
previous companies.
It won’t say it’s different, but every organization has its unique 
organizational culture. 

What could be unique about Toss?
I would say people have strong sense of ownership, autonomy, 
and responsibility.

Toss is staff with more than fourteen thousand talents now. 
It has grown fast, but most of all, it has become one of the 
companies that young and promising talents want to work 
for at least once in their lives. What was it that made Toss 
attractive to younger-aged talents?
I guess I can point out four key elements. First, Toss has been 
attractive as a service product. Because similar to Airbnb, Uber, 
and Facebook, what Toss makes is innovative. I guess this makes 
Toss attractive. Second, an innovative company can attract 
creative and qualified talents. Any creative talents would want to 
push boundaries, working for a company that makes innovative 
products. Third, if you have a pool of qualified talents in your 
organization, you’re likely to keep attracting more talents. When 
you work with someone who are as talented as you, or better 

qualified than you, you will be motivated into perform better, and 
attract one another like magnets. Lastly, performance is being 
rewarded adequately. That I shouldn’t afford to miss out on.

Could you tell us what you make sure to keep your eyes on, 
overseeing all HR related activities and managing countless 
number of talents?
I have spent years as a HR manager for many years, but always 
had curiosity about organizational culture of other companies. 
So, I spare my time every day to read and study cases of other 
companies. Because I always ask myself what I can do to bring 
about changes and build the better organization. I have been 
researching cases of Korean companies these days, and I have 
found that the majority of them are passionate and have great 
sense in teamwork and thought I have a lot to learn.

You are working with people from a variety of function. Do you 
think you need to be knowledgeable about different functions 
to formulate relevant schemes and build up systems?
I don’t face many challenges. What’s unique about Toss is 
that people from different positions and functions are working 
together, sharing visions and ideas on customer-centricity, 
responsibility, mutual respect, and responsibility. In Toss, I don’t 
think it’s necessary to learn everything about different functions.
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The first question to be asked to the applicant is, “Do you have 
anything that you fell deeply in love with?” Before starting any 
important tasks, do you have a particular set of questions or 
policies?
The first question I ask is whether the person will be the best fit 
for the organization. If I can say yes, then I move on to the next 
ones. And then figure out what’s necessary. Because what I 
look to do as a team leader is eliminate anything unnecessary. 
The key is to keep everything simple. Then your team can get 
focused on work. Lastly, I make sure the transformation is data-

driven. Because when you formulate any policies or schemes, 
you would want to be cautious and meticulous.

Toss sends a welcome kits and a email with three dozens of 
missions to guide on the organizational culture of Toss on 
the first day of work. What is the goal of being detailed and 
meticulous?
Most companies have managers to supervise and oversee 
all activities. And all messages are shared by top-down 
communication. But in Toss, there are now managers to do so. 
Moreover, there are now rankings or positions, because the 
organization aspire to be horizontal in structure. You will be 
responsible for what you do in Toss that it would be challenging 
to work for the company, unless you know what to do. I make 
sure the community keeps up with the culture and function 
properly. In short, every person functions as a manager. This 
is why we share all possible details to help newcomers be 
knowledgeable about the organizational culture and what he or 
she should do to continue the culture. 

It was impressive to learn that Toss has no particular positions 
or rankings, and seeks to build horizontal structure by 
encouraging all members to discuss, rather than to report on 
issues. What kind of synergy could the culture create? 
Honestly, Toss works its staff members a lot, and stresses on 
teamwork. I should admit that Toss is not a easy company to 
work for. As mentioned earlier, it may be easier if managers tells 
you what to do. But without managers, you will have to make 
more efforts for communication and coordination. This could 
often cause misunderstanding and conflicts. But I still believe 
that pros cancel out cons. Because when the organizational 
culture settles as our own, it can ultimately create synergies. 
And most of all, horizontal relationship can be helpful for all team 
mates to be agile and creative at work. You can look forward to 
the transformation. 

“Disruption” and “revocations” were some of the keywords 
that could explain the organizational culture of Toss. As for 
disruption, “Winter Vacation” and “Early Friday” can be the key 
examples. How did you first come up with the dream idea for 
all office workers?
To be honest with you, “Winter Vacation” was an accident 
(laugh). The CEO pledged in front of the staff that when the 
business starts passing break-even point, he will take the 

©
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entire Toss to Hawaii for vacation. The company reached April 
2020, and everybody was ready to pack up and leave. But the 
outbreak of COVID-19 has turned the plan upside down. We 
tried to wait and see how it could develop but concluded later 
that it could be difficult to travel outside of the country. But we 
still wanted to reward all staff members for their hard work. This 
is how the ten day long “Winter Vacation” started.

It would have been a big decision to take a break for ten days.
I work in teams a lot and felt that the entire company had to take 
a break to rest and relax properly. And by resting and relaxing, I 
could see pros outpacing cons.

Do you encourage your employees leave earlier on Friday 
afternoon because you’ve found more cons than pros?
This has been started based on feedback and comments from 
the team members. I learned that they want to spend more time 
with families and spare time for refreshment. We experimented 
with “Early Friday” for four months, and learned that the 
feedback were positive. And we saw little difference in key 
performance indicators. I could conclude that pros outpaced 
cons that we decided to make it regular. But in fact, any one 
of the team members can go home any time, as long as work 
is done. But Early Friday nudge everyone into agreeing to an 
unspoken rule that anyone can leave and get relaxed after two 
o’clock on Friday afternoon. It is no longer new for the team to 
go out and meet friends on Friday night. 
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Let’s talk about what’s been revoked. What had been 
continuing since the start, “3MR,” and “Strike” were some that 
discontinued. You may have had to make a big decision to 
stop anything that had been for years.
I have gone through numerous thoughts and questions. I looked 
into data from survey and considered best possible timing. But 
from talent recruitment perspective, I figured that what could be 
considered as grace period, “3MR” could be a high entry barrier 
for talents to join the Toss team. I felt that in a longer run, we 
should help applicant feel safe and stable throughout application 
process. All of these made the team to decide to drop the 
scheme. On the other hand, it was easier to stop “Strike (internal 
investigation process of cases when colleagues conclude or 
report that an employee is difficult to work together)” scheme. I 
learned that a lot of rumors were circulating about the scheme 
outside of the organization. This was originally designed to offer 
feedback. But since I concluded that it would make little impact, 
the team decided to stop the scheme.

To you see the difference in perspective towards the corporate 
culture of Toss between in and outside of the organization? 
I get to talk to newcomers a lot and learn every time that there is 
a vast difference in perspective towards the corporate culture of 
Toss between in and outside of the organization. In fact, every 
person in the organization decides on their work hours. But I 
heard that people from outside think that Toss works employees 
late at night. But once you’re part of the Toss team, you know 
that it is different from the rumors.

Could you tell us about the unique organizational culture of 
Toss? 
I suppose I could talk about DRI – this can tell a lot about 
freedom and responsibility within the team. Each teammate 
becomes a DRI for his or her own roles and responsibilities, and 
thus, each can make decisions. Even the CEO cannot push with 
his own idea and views. When I talk to Seunggeon, I split over 
with him for different ideas and views, but eventually, he takes 
100% of my opinions and ideas. I believe that this is part of 
unique culture of Toss. This can make you creative at work. 

If you have an opportunity to share “everything” about People 
& Culture Team, what would you tell? 
In the US, HR teams are functioning to take care of anything that 
everybody else don’t like to do. It’s there to give support for any 
uncomfortable circumstances. But the team I want to build is the 
team that pushes ahead with transformation. To make it possible, 
it would be idea to empower each team members and take 
responsibilities. The key message I want to deliver is that the 
team is here to build a work environment where each member 
can carry out with his or her work, without relying on an HR team.

Corporate culture is increasingly becoming part of branding 
elements these days. And the corporate culture of Toss is 
widely known outside. Despite all the attention, what is the 
core that you seek to keep up with inside the organization?
Whereas Google offers quality welfare schemes and pays 
attention to ensuring mental stability for employees, Amazon is 
customer-centric, and Apple weighs on innovation. I view that 
Toss has built its own culture within itself. But in fact, culture is 
not made by publicity. Even if you try to cover up with contents 
and publicity, your teammates and customers can tell fake from 
real. I believe that integrity should be the key to any messages 
you deliver. It’s not anything you can do by making it up. 
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What changes do you anticipate in the corporate culture of 
Toss in coming decade? 
This can be a challenging goal, but we seek to take a leading 
and pioneering position in corporate culture. We aspire to 
build an organization dand reach a realm that when others see 
us, they ask themselves, “What should we do to apply to our 
organization?” But just as few imagined remote working will be 
the reality before the pandemic, I anticipate that we are going to 
face more disruptive changes at faster pace in coming decade. 

To you, what is Seoul?
The city is part of my DNA. I have taken a long journey outside 
of the country, but every time I talk about myself, I tell everybody 
that I’m Korean. My Korean is still limited, but I strongly feel that 
I’m closely connected with Seoul and Korea. 

What is your definition on “ideal communication?”
You need adequate tools for good communication. Within 
the Toss team, we use Slack, and I feel that this is one of the 
best tools. Because teammates can communicate and share 
information with speed. Furthermore, Toss runs a café called, 
“Coffee Silo” that serve all employees with free coffee and 
beverages, and invites members from different teams to have 
lunch together through “Collabo Lunch.” I believe that the more 
you work with people with diverse backgrounds and find more 
channels to interact with and talk to them, then you will get closer 
to ideal communication. 
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Past the days when uniformed and vertical organizational 
culture was the mainstream, work culture is becoming 
diversified. In the midst of trend shift, the businesses began 
to set goals to build up optimal working environment which 
is inclusive for all members, including the millennials and 
Generation Z, and their lifestyles. Here are the businesses 
who lead by their examples in bringing pledges to equality 
and inclusiveness for all their members in their unique ways. 

WORK

Sparkplus, Pet Friends, 
SENTBE, TOSS Lab 
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Sparkplus
HR Team Ha Taewoong 

It is nice to meet you. Please introduce yourself.
This is Ha Taewoong or Harry, and I work for the HR team of 
Sparkplus. All crews of Sparkplus go by their nickname to build a 
horizontal organizational culture with friendliness in atmosphere. 
I am here to serve all the crews (employees of Sparklus) in the 
organization. 

Could you tell us more about the company, Sparkplus?
One of the largest business incubating companies in Korea, 
SparkLabs and Ajou Hotel & Resort teamed up in 2016 to build 
an ecosystem for start-up business leaders in 2016. Under the 
slogan, “While you’re focusing on your work, we are focusing 
on you,” the company is continuing business growth with its 
customers, offering customer-centered services and office 
spaces. The company has been the first of its kind in Korea that 
served cutomers with “customized office” to adequately meet 
needs, and is being highly recognized for the experiment with 
“Total Office Solution,” which is the one and only comprehensive 
solution for office spaces. 

Please tell us more about the crews of Sparkplus.
The average age of the crew is 31.5 years old. We are a team of 
young talents, ranging between mid-twenties and the beginning 
of thirties, including a few of forties like myself who’s inching 
up the average (laugh). To be in line with the fast growth of the 
company, we are hiring to fill in seats for a variety of functions. 
As for the HR team, the focus is laid on ensuring agility and 
accessibility in communication for all crews, regardless of teams 
and functions. We’re using mailing programs, while we actively 
use one of the co-working tools, Jandi. And we ensure flexibility in 
communication, making most of programs like Notion that enables 
real time editing for documents including meeting minutes and 
Wiki.  

How do you communicate with the crews within the organi
-zation? 
Communication at work, I believe, are closely tied to business 
success in the end. I seek the most effective communication 
method to solve problems. Rather than making lengthy document 
files or collecting too much data for persuade someone, the focus 
is laid on finding best possible solution by inviting responsible 
crews into communication. One of the key rules in Sparklab is that 
you need to respond in less than twenty-four hours. This is one of 
the consensuses that the team has reached for communication.

The team seems to be open and horizontal in structure. Then 
could you tell us about the perk system that could make 
Sparkplus special?
To materialize the idea based on the new paradigm, “Work 
Anywhere,” we are encouraging all crew members to choose any 
one of the Sparkplus branches by their needs or convenience for 
commuting so that they could be find flexibility at work, as well as 
ensure efficiency and productivity. 

It is fascinating to learn that crews can choose where they work.
A lot of the crews found it novel and awkward at first, and the 
management kept asking whether the experiment would work. 
Very fortunately, the new idea has stabilized. Whereas crews 
built close ties with their teammates in the headquarters, they 
could communicate and build network with colleagues from 
other teams, working in other branches. It has become the key 
company benefits for the crews not to be restricted to work in 
certain locations, yet can be flexible in choosing where to work 
and interact with the crews from a variety of background. 

Then what were the key elements that Sparkplus has paid 
attention to for its unique perk system?

Quite unlike the past, perk system has become one of the key 
elements to determine whether a company is a good one. To this 
extent, needs from the crews are being diversified these days. But 
it is definitely a challenge for the company to meet all the needs. 
Against the background, Sparkplus has recently introduced 
“SpMoney (Sparkplus + Money).” This is about transferring money 
to their bank accounts so that they could choose perks that best 
suit their needs to enjoy. This is a liberalist reinterpretation on 
selective company benefits, which may be viewed as a careful 
consideration of those who would benefit from the perks, rather 
than the company that offers.

That sounds unique. And the company is rewarding the crew 
for spending six months. The reward sounds very new (laugh).
Six months may sound short to many, but I came up with the 
idea to give a big applause to those who would have spent 
sweat-in-the palm moments for the first six months blending 
themselves into the organization and figuring out their roles and 
responsibilities at work. The team throws parties and share photos 
on the group chat rooms. The other crews are actively joining 
us. They found it awkward at first, but a lot of them would come 
up with out-of-the box idea to celebrate these days. They are 
evolving to be more creative and passionate. And we are also 
celebrating anniversaries by year as well, while offering adequate 
perks and benefits. These are from our wishes that we want to 
work with talented crews as many years as possible.  

When it comes to organizational culture, what could be the 
aspiration of Sparkplus in the future?
This is a difficult question. I personally wish that Sparkplus keeps 
up with its good work in pursuing transformation and experiments 
with flexibility. Because we need to keep pushing our boundaries 
so that we could help our customers get focused on their own 
business and achieve success. And I would like to play my part 
to bring the idea into reality. 

What is your definition of ideal communication?
I suppose that it should leave lots of exclamation mark – rather 
than question tags – in participants’ minds after any decision is 
made. My definition of ideal communication is to boost morale 
and confidence and help everyone pay attention to problem 
solving. 

To you, what is “Seoul?” 
The city looks chic and posh with splendor from a distance. But 
if you take a closer look, Seoul is a cozy city that is generous and 
embraces every one of us who are warm-hearted and caring for 
others.

©Sparkplus
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Pet Friends 
Marketing Team Kim Yonghoon

It is nice to meet you. Please introduce yourself.
This is Kim Yonghoon, the CMO overseeing the marketing 
team for Pet Friends. With the three sub-teams, Performance 
Marketing Section, DRM Section, and Organic Section (Branding, 
PR, partnership marketing), I am bridging between Pet Friends 
and customers. 

Could you tell us more about the company, Pet Friends?
Pet Friends is an e-commerce platform specializing in items 
and service for companion animals, serving customers all 
year round with innovations in logistics and delivery system 
with IT technology. We deliver products for customers in Seoul 
metropolitan areas within a day, while we are setting ourselves 
apart fomr services including the customer service center where 
veterinarians and reliable profesisonals are ready for assistance 
24/7 and customization and curation services. We often describe 
ourselves “stubborn,” because even if products are selling well, 
we drop them from our product portfolio once we learn that they 
include harmful elements for wellness of companion animals, 
and stop selling any products that are rated below three in rating 
form customers for the first thirty days after the products are 
introduced.  

Please tell us about the corporate culture of Pet Friends.
We are after the idea of so-called “communal parenting.” We 
are serving our customers with caring companion animals, and 
furthermore, we are helping our staff members in caring their 
own companion animals. We are aspiring to help all our staff 
members to come to the office with their companion animals to 
be free of worries, feel comfortable, and ensure efficiency and 
productivity at work.

How do you communicate with your team?

We all go by our nicknames when we communicate with one 
another. But even if you choose to do so, when the organization 
is rigid and vertical in structure, you will never feel comfortable 
communicating with your supervisors. I believe that the key for 
communication is to lay grounds for free exchange of ideas and 
comments, respecting each other with sincerity. 

Within the context of communication, you may have some 
priorities. 
The top priorities for us is agility in communication and decision 
making. Because we are working for a start-up, we often run 
into unexpected circumstances that to be able to respond, all 
of us have learned from our experience that we need to be swift 
yet accurate in whatever we do. We set priorities to clear out 
anything on the top of the list, and be agile in decision making 
– these have been possible thanks to flexibility and freedom in 
communication. 

For reaching business goal or achievement of your team, how 
do you boost morale for your team?

We have our team meeting on a regular basis, and hold a 
monthly event called “Performance Reading Day” to share 
performance and set new goals with the entire company. I 
understand that there are so many was to achieve and reach 
goals that we make sure to share ideas so that different 
approaches can be taken throughout the journey. 

Then could you tell us about the company benefits that makes 
Pet Friends unique?
Because we are serving customers with companion animals, 
we encourage our staff members to bring their own to the office 
as part of the perks. We have hired companion animals sitters 
that staff members can take care of their own work during work 
hours. And we are offering monetary support for any events 
related with companion animals and financial support for 
adoption as well. Moreover, staff members can leave office two 
hours earlier from work on their birthdays. 

What could be the company benefits that the staff members 
like the most?
It is probably the expenditure for meals (laugh). Each team 
is given corporate cards to buy lunch or dinner, and other 
than meals, budgets are allocated for snacks. In the end, it is 
the financial support for meals where staff members can find 
satisfaction working for the company. 

What is the policy in listening to the voices of customers 
when it comes to designing company perks or building 
organizational culture?
Before we introduce anything, we conduct company-wide 
surveys to collect opinions and take as much as possible. The 

management ask questions to team leaders, and these leaders 
go back to their teams to collect opinions throughout the survey 
before we reach any final conclusion.   

Could you come up with examples that you started after the 
surveys?
It’s “flexible work hours.” A few companies have started already, 
but I suppose it would have been a difficult decision for a start-
up like ours that need to pick up paces to reach business goals. 
But the management has also seen that everybody has different 
timing to get efficient and productive. Furthermore, for those who 
find challenges in finding personal time after work, the scheme 
has been helpful to encourage starting earlier to finish earlier. I 
believe that the new scheme has enhanced efficiency at work 
and satisfaction level

When it comes to organizational culture, what could be the 
aspiration of Pet Friendsin the future?
I seek to play my part in building an organizational culture where 
anyone can enjoy working and grow together. 

What is your definition of ideal communication?
I view that it pivots around free exchange of ideas and opinions. 
The ideal communication can be achieved in comfortable 
atmosphere, encouraging anyone to think for themselves and 
carry out relevant actions.  

To you, what is “Seoul?” 
To me, Seoul is like a café with a variety of concetps and ideas. 
When you are busy with your work, you can take a seat and work 
on your own, sipping on a cup of coffee, but when you’re off-
duty, you can spend time with your loved ones together. 

©Pet Friends
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SENTBE 
P&C Team Lee Kyusik

It is nice to meet you. Please introduce yourself.
From me vice versa, this is a pleasure to meet you. I’m Lee 
Kyusik, the leader of P&C group for SENTBE.

Could you tell us more about the company, SENTBE?
SENTBE is a fintech start-up, merging between financial service 
and IT. We are serving customers with global financial service, 
including international money transfer.  

SENTBE is known for its freedom and flexibility in working 
environment. Please tell us about the corporate culture of 
SENTBE.
Freedom and responsibility make up the core value of the 
company. You are granted with autonomy and authority for your 
own work, and take responsibility for your roles. This may not 
be easy, but we are seeking best possible measures for each 
member to make their own decision.  

For horizontality in your organization, each member is going 
by nickname.
We started calling one another nicknames to resolve rigidity from 
ranks and positions. There is no exception that even the CEO is 
called by the nickname, which is quite unusual within the context 
of Korean culture where hierarchy is rigidly formed by ranks, 
positions, and even by ages. Because of the peculiarity of the. 
business, we have a few international staff members, and it is 
these global members that nudged us into our experiments. 

Many aspire “autonomy” as a core value for their workplaces, 
but it is one of the most challenging elements to make it 
function properly in reality. Have you gone through any trial 
and errors in establishing unique organizational culture within 
SENTBE?
I absolutely agree. When the team is smaller in size, the 
members can trust one another and communicate closely to 
ensure autonomy, but as the business grew larger, I have found 
a few who are abusing with irresponsibility. The issue these 
days is to find measure to protect the rest of the members who 
are doing their best to be in line with the organizational culture 
against those who do not.  

Could you tell us about how you communicate with your 
teammates in SENTBE? 
Even if we were working remotely since we first started the 
business, we still encourage any group of more than three 
participants to meet in person for business meeting or 
discussion. Because I suppose that there is a vast difference 
between in person communication and virtual communication. 
Very luckily for us, all other members agree with the idea. 

For reaching business goal or achievement of your team, how 
do you boost morale for your team?

There can be three key items that I can talk about. First, the 
company provides working environment, keeping off any 
distractions from the outside so that anyone in the company can 
get focused. Second, we spare our time two times every month 
to update ourselves on how key projects are progressing and 
what our priorities are. And then last but not least, the company’s 
offering monetary rewards for performance, including salary, 
bonus, and stock options by years working for the company.

Could you tell us more about the unique company benefits of 
SENTBE?
The company’s generous in encouraging employees to take 
on a leave when necessary. Throughout the year, you can 
take up to twenty days off without specific reason, one day off 
for physical examination, and four days off for vaccination, for 
instance. In short, you can take as many as twenty five days off 
every year other than national holidays. And you can receive 
financial support for cultural activities and get-togethers, while 
you can sign up for meditation programs. And we keep figuring 
out what other benefits we can offer for our staff members. 

The programs are diverse and high in quality. What could be 
the pivotal one that the company has paid the most attention 
and efforts to?
Comfort and pleasure are the key words that encompass the 
organizational culture. I do admit that you can’t find any place 
where you receive no stress from work at all. And under such 
premise, we all keep asking ourselves what the company can 
offer for our precious talents.

Could you tell us one of the key company benefits that are 
being received well by the employees?
While monetary reward see high satisfaction level, I personally 
would like to mention financial support for get togethers called 
“Pang” and the meditation program titled, “Room Of Time 
and Spirit.” We have seen all participants enjoying them, and 
received the most positive feedback. We are looking to design 
more programs and benefits like these. 

When it comes to organizational culture, what could be the 
aspiration of Pet Friendsin the future?
I hope that SENTBE becomes a pleasant and fun place to work 
for where anyone can work with autonomy and responsibility, 
while caring for others and trusting one another. 

What is your definition of ideal communication?
From my view, the ideal communication starts with care and 
consideration to reach consensus by negotiating and meeting 
middle grounds when necessary.

To you, what is “Seoul?” 
As a person who was born and raised in Seoul, I’d like to define 
that it is where I feel the most familiar and comfortable with.
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Toss Lab (Jandi) 
CEO Kim Daehyeon 

It is nice to meet you. Please introduce yourself.
My name is Kim Daehyeon, the CEO of Toss Lab that serve 
customers with Jandi, the business tool. I started the business, 
Toss Lab to resolve problems related with inefficiency of 
communication that I had faced working for numerous 
companies and positions. 

Could you tell us more about the company, Toss Lab?
Toss Lab is a global IT start-up that serve customers with a 
business tool Jand that boosts efficiency and productivity. Toss 
Lab is staffed with sixty talents in the headquarters in Korea, 
affiliates in Taiwa and Japan. Jandi offers virtual spaces for co-

working where customers can work any time and anywhere, 
including real-time messangers, chat rooms by topics, video 
conferencing, and document management. Jandi has become 
the choice of three hundred thousand teams from companies 
including LG CNS, Hanssem, Our Home and Yanadu and 
claimed the top position in term of market share in the Korean 
working tool market.

You are weighing a lot on communication and transparency.
As a team that serves customers with tools that are helpful for 
working together, we keep reminding ourselves whether the team 
is communicating well with transparency. All activities are based 
on communication and transparency, yet to reach the common 
goal, I viewed that the team needs to build a minimal set of rules. 
We had a townhall meetings to invite all team members and 
reached a consensus to make nine rules on communication and 
working together. 

Start-ups tend to be fast-paced in transformation, as well as 
work process. How do you share essential information within 
the organization?
Every Monday morning, CTO holds a weekly briefing session and 
shares progress on development and future plans with the entire 
company. And every month, we hold a townhall meeting to have 
the management update on business activities of the company, 
including work-related issues, performance, and sales. All 
members can ask any questions and make suggestions and 
proposals for new experiments in comfortable atmosphere. And 
any achievement and issues for discussions will be shared real-
time on Jandi.

The company seems to have flexibility in organizational 
culture. Have you gone through any trials and errors while 
establishing unique organizational culture of Toss Lab?
We run a flexible work hour scheme called Jandi Hour that 
encourages all members to decide work hours for themselves. 
It is not the company who controls or oversees, but it is the 
members who take the autonomy and responsibility for their 
work hours. It comes with some risks, but we are overcoming 
challenges by sharing everything with transparency. 

How do you communicate in Toss Lab?
We conduct all activities and communicate real-time on Jandi. 
You can open different chat rooms by topics and purpose on 
Jandi. The members are using different chat rooms to talk about 
different topics, including work, notices, partnership with other 
teams, and linking with third-party services. And before closing 
the monthly townhall meeting, we host a program called “Buddy 
Lunch.” This is designed to pair members with draws to have 
lunch together and get to know members from different teams. 
Of course, the company pays for the lunch (laugh).

You seem to be making a lot of efforts. How do you motivate 
your team members to achieve goals of the company?
The key to boosting morale for the members is to share the 
vision and mission of the company. What is important is to build 
consensus among all members of the organization by sharing 
vision and mission, and further, opening all the progress in 
transparency, based on belief that Toss Lab and Jandi will 
continue to grow and be successful. Against the backdrop, we 
are running an assessment scheme called “Jandi Feeding” 
two times a year. Multi-faceted feedback would help members 
look back upon themselves, make further improvement, and 
ultimately, the achievement and performance will determine 
conditions for employment in the future. In addition, based on 
the achievement and performance, we award the members and 
teams with trophy and reward money.

How to Make “Jandi” Grow

❶	 Keep	everything	transparent,	from	the	start,	the	progress	and	
	 then	to	the	finish.	

❷	 	Ask	yourself	who	your	audience	 is	 to	share	work-related	
information,	and	if	you’re	not	sure,	share	with	everybody.

❸	 When	you	share	work-related	information,	draw	a	clear	line	
	 between	facts	and	personal	comments.

❹	 If	you’re	involved	in	anything,	make	sure	to	keep	your	eyes	
	 until	the	end.	

❺	 Don’t	be	afraid	of	skipping	any	meetings,	
	 if	you	feel	that	you’re	not	ready.	

❻	 	If	you	can	take	control	of	your	time,	you	can	have	control	of	
your	life	(Keep	time	and	make	sure	not	to	waste	your	time).

❼	 Keep	away	from	criticism	without	specific	resolutions	or	
	 inappropriate	jokes.	

❽	 Leaves	and	vacations	are	rights,	as	well	as	duties	
	 (Don’t	discourage	your	colleagues	from	taking	leaves	or	tip-toe	around	your	

	 bosses	before	you	take	on	your	leave).

❾	 	Respect	is	an	outcome	of	words	and	action	you	take	
	 (You	should	be	the	first	person	to	take	good	care	of	yourself).	

You have close ties with SBA.
The company has been certified by Hi-Seoul Business 
Certification Program and found an opportunity to find the office 
space in Hi-Seoul V.C. (Virtual Cluster). The certification has 
opened us to opportunities for support in publicity and creating 
video clips from SBA, and for promoting Jandi in front of an 
extensive variety of companies. 

What is your definition of ideal communication?
Everyone has different definition of ideal communication, but for 
Toss Lab, the ideal communication places emphasis on mutual 
respect to enable anyone have a say and encourage everyone 
to listen to each other. 

To you, what is “Seoul?” 
It felt unfamiliar yet was a land of opportunity for me at first, but 
now it has become a partner for my soul. As I have kept running 
my own business in Seoul, I am finding inspiration from the city 
of Seoul itself, and dreaming of growing with the city. 
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No matter how clear your goals may be, it often takes some help from 
outside to achieve them. Just as the late Korean poet Kim Yeong-
nang illustrated in his poem, if you could find a reliable partner who 
reads your mind as carefully as you do, then you would be able to take 
on your journey with little trials and errors. Upon question of what it 
takes to become a good partner, here are three businesses that push 
ahead with efforts in finding breakthrough solutions to solve problems 
and thus, become pace makers that know well about their customers 
and how to give motivations, and further, are ready to control pace. 

HELLO
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to Analyze Users’ Habits   
UserHabit

CEO Jeong Hyeonjong

It is a pleasure to meet you. Please tell us about “UserHabit.” 
UserHabit is a behavior analysis solution that is based on big 
data to analyze user behavior on app. To enhance conversion 
rate or customer satisfaction level among customers through 
optimization of apps, the solution assists customers in 
understanding behavioral patterns of users, making use of UX 
data.  

Could you elaborate more about how UserHabit serves its 
customers? 
You can acquire data of behavioral patterns of users with smaller 
amount of codes, and ensure efficiency in growth hacking* for 
optimization of UX by finding intuitive information from big data 
analysis. 

Which type of businesses can benefit the most from 
UserHabit? 
The service will be useful for businesses in industries such 
as finance, commerce, O2O, and game where tools like 
“applications” play significant roles in business activities. 

Please tell us about the technology that are mostly used for 
learning behavioral patterns of users. 
I can talk about two. One of technology that collect data on 
behavioral patterns of app users using Software Development 
Kit, and the other is the one that process big data on behavioral 
patterns to make it useful for a variety of analysis activities. 

What was the biggest challenges in developing UserHabit? 
The biggest challenges came from the two technology that 
I’ve just mentioned. In particular, there are only a handful of 
developer around the world that possess code-light technology 
that possess behavioral patterns of users in detail, because the 
technology is very difficult to develop. This is why we are paying 
utmost attention to advance the technology and service so that 
customers can have easy access to it.

It may have been challenging to you to analyze and process 
data for individual apps. 
Every app has different architecture and structure that it was 
a challenge for us to make Software Development Kit function 
in all types of apps and we have gone through numerous trials 
and errors. We are still on our lengthy journey to solve problems, 
and the key is to experience as many apps as possible. For the 
past nine years, we have built know-how experiencing hundreds 
of apps, and we see that the challenges are turning into high-

rising entry walls in the market, as well as valuable technological 
assets for the company. 

You are paying lots of attention to user experience as well. 
That’s true. Whereas other solutions offer information in graph 
or table formats, which are difficult to use unless you have 
knowledge in statistics or UX. But our is designed to be intuitive 
that marketers, planners, and designers, as well as experts in 
data analysis can find hints on UX and make most of related 
data for their work. 

Could you tell us more about the developers of UserHabit?
We have found talented developers with essential qualifications 
for each position. And these developers have built splendid 
teamwork as well. Because the tasks are complex and difficult, 
quite unlike other app or web development tasks, we need 
highly skilled developers. We are convinced that the developers 
team of ours sets itself apart from those of rivals in the industry. 
Trusting their commitment, sense of responsibility and 
qualifications, we look to ensure autonomy for these developers 
by introducing schemes, including flexible workhours and 
remote working. 

The company’s seeking global expansion. Please tell us more 
about your aspiration. 
We are preparing for global expansion once we see that we 
have secured our grounds and presence at home. You can see 
that a lot of global software solutions like “Notion” and “Slack” 
being actively used in Korea. And similarly, since the entry wall 
for localization of software solution is standing relatively low, I 
believe that Korean-developed apps like ours can make foothold 
in the global market. 

*Growth hacking :  this is the use of resource-light and cost-
effective marketing tactics to help growh and 
retain an active user base, sell products, and 
gain exposure. 
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The company’s working closely partners from the outside.
We are partnering with marketing or research companies 
to make proposals on projects together. Because apps are 
quintessential for majority of customers todays, serving as key 
platforms for a variety of activities, insights from behavioral 
patterns are in line with demand from marketing and research 
firms. The projects are still small, but I look forward to seeing it 
grow bigger. 

What could be the aspiration for UserHabit?
Helping customers grow their business. Because UserHabit 
and its staff members can grow when it helps customers grow. 
The ultimate goals are to help customers grow by aspiring our 
business growth, and make the staff member feel sense of 
accomplishment from the achievement and performance.

You are getting ready to introduce a newer version of 
UserHabit.
The updates of UserHabit will be available this year, resolving all 
the weaknesses and meeting customers’ needs. The updated 
version will collect data with more stability, yet need less 
volume of codes. It will be much faster in data processing, and 
introduces new analysis features. I look forward to introducing 
the updated version as scheduled, and expanding the customer 
base to break even.  

You have an extensive book collection in your office. What are 
your first choices?
When I started the business, I read a lot on UX and statistics. But 
these days, I am choosing quite a lot form the business section 
at bookstores because of the roles and responsibilities these 
days. I also read a lot of organizational culture, communication, 
self-improvement, and mental health as well. The Effective 
Executive by Peter F. Drucker and OKR by John Doerr are a few 
of my recent reads.

Could you recommend a book for those who seek to be better 
at communications within the context of organizations?
One of my first pick can be How To Win Friends And Influence 
People by Dale Carnegie. I believe that every classic has its 
own reasons that make it deserve to be so. As I’ve mentioned 
earlier, without sound relationship built on trust, no quality 
communication will be possible. And to sound relationship, vice 
versa, quality communication is quintessential. The book by Dale 
Carnegie gave an eye-opening insight to the benevolent circle 
between interpersonal relationship and communication. What 
the author touched on may sound obvious, but I recommend this 
book because it gives a good reminder on the basics that we 
should all keep in mind. 

Could you please tell us about the relationship with SBA? 
I cannot be more grateful to SBA. The organization invested in 
the company in 2018, and offered opportunity to rent the office 
space in Seoul Startup Hub in 2018. I have an endless list of 
those who gave me helping hands, and SBA is on the top of the 
list for its start-up friendliness.  

What is your definition of ideal communication?
I  st i l l  have rooms for improvement when i t  comes to 
communication. It is an essential part of my business 
activities, yet still remains to be one of the trickiest topics. But 
in my opinion, there is no specific ideas that define “ideal” 
communication – instead, adequate methods can be found 
for every person and circumstance. And trust and care 
among members of an organization will be the recipe to such 
communication. Because regardless of what methods you 
choose, as long as you keep these two key elements in mind, 
you will be a good communicator. 

To you, what is “Seoul?”
I think Seoul is a city where you can have opportunities to try 
anything. And the city is home to start-ups that seek growth that 
you can find motivations and inspirations. Most of all, the city is 
transforming at fast pace that a lot of start-ups will find the city 
optimal for business. All of these have made Sumone.

Could you tell us about the latest archives that you have left 
personally?
Seoul is the city where I’m based in, and the stage where I 
make my dream come true. Korea is such a small country, yet is 
capable of competing against major players on the global stage 
for its human resource and infrastructure. This has made start-
ups, including ours flourish and pursue their dreams. It would 
have been near impossible without Seoul.
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It is nice to meet you. Please tell us about “Navigation 99,” the 
program run by Team Sparta.
Navigation 99 is a boot camp for aspiring developers to help 
them find relevant jobs. The main goal is to train them in skills that 
can be applicable on the job in about three months or 99 days. 
By taking part in the program under the themes or keywords 
such as “one hundred hours a week,” “one specific speciality,” 
and “projects working closely with designers,” the participants 
can experience rapid improvement and growth in professional 
skills. Furthermore, we refer the trainees to one hundred thirty 
partner companies that are making their business achievements 
at home or abroad. The ultimate goal of Navigation 99 is to 
train aspiring developers into professionals and help them build 
a honeycombed network that would make positive influence 
throughout their career paths.  

Who make up the majority of those who sign up for Naviga
-tion 99? 
We have seen applicants from a variety of backgrounds to 
sign up and train to become developers. It can be as diverse 
as university students, job seekers, and even those who have 
had a few years of professional experience. When it comes to 
the percentage, to our dismay, we have seen a larger number 
of those who seek career switch than students or job seekers. 
Because today, anyone can dream of becoming developers 
and purse career growth as developers. The data has hinted us 
that the average age was 27.4 years old and while those with 
academic backgrounds in related fields made up 20% of all 
participants, the vast majority, 80% of the participants, 

The naming idea for Team Sparta and Navigation 99 seems to 
be creative and humorous. Could you tell us the stories behind 
the naming idea? 
To the keywords of ours, “Sparta,” we added a word “team” to 
make the company name, Team Sparta. The idea came from the 
aspiration that we could keep working as a good team, rather 
than a company or an organization, no matter how big we growth. 
And the branding idea for Navigation 00 came from journey that 
anyone could take on for their career path, combining with the 
number “99” - ninety-nine days that trainees would spend for 
training and the time between 9:00 am and 9:00 pm they would 
spend every day with us. A lot of the trainees offered us feedback 
that they have felt like they started taking on a journey to pave 
career paths of their dream. 

From the view of Naviagation 99, hat could be the key qualifi
-cations for developers? 
When we first designed the program, we have interviewed dozens 
of interviewees to find ideas on what it would take to become a 
qualified developer. Here are what the majority of the interviewees 
responded. First, you should be curious and delve into problems 
to find solutions. Second, you should be the person that your 
colleagues would want to spend time together at work and meal 
tables. Because eventually, you’re working in teams. In every step 

Immersive And Intensive 
Training Camp
for Aspiring Developers 
Team Sparta (Navigation 99)

Principal Manager Kim Seoyeong 
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of product making and management, you need to work closely 
with those from other functionalities. This is one of the reasons 
why we believe that companies would look for talents with good 
balance between professional skills and interpersonal skills, rather 
than those who excel at professional skills yet lack in interpersonal 
skills. This has proven to be true in practice. The team project-
based curriculums have been designed with focus on teamwork. 

Navigation 99 is a sprint* program and is known to be very 
intensive. What made you design the program to be intensive?
Because we believe that it is essential to build skills sets that help 
talents to become skilled developers and navigate their career 
paths as they like, in addition to finding jobs. Navigation 99 has 
been designed by the crea to help aspiring developers to make 
accelerated growth and become talented developers. And we 
figured that one of the relevant ideas was to run multiple rounds of 
sprint projects that would be close to those that are conducted in 
the business context. The courses to nudge trainees into drawing 
out the maximum output within given amount of time make up the 
core of Navigation 99. 

It could be challenging for most participants to keep themselves 
motivated throughout the intensive program. What is the secret 
for Team Sparta to keep these prospective programmers 
motivated? 
We welcome applicants with clear goals and drives for the 
program. Because they tend to be faster learners and blend 

*Sprint :  this refers to types of programs that offer concrete 
problem-solving measures for difficult problems with 
agility and efficiency. 

themselves well into the environment. Because all activities are 
team-based, all participants make their best efforts in becoming 
team players and in parallel, find inspiration from their talented 
peers. From us, on the other hand, we keep stressing that they 
should be the go-to persons among teammates and colleagues 
for their characters, communications skills, confidence and 
attitude.  

What could be the key challenges for the first-time learners? 
It could be the vagueness that gives challenges to the first-time 
learners. The vagueness comes from foreignness that most fist-
time learners would find from what they learn for the first time and 
feel afraid of taking steps ahead. But in fact, the reason why you 
should learn how to code is simple – you learn to know make to 
make something. So, instead of delving like you’re researching or 
studying something, it is important for you to make sure that you 
keep pushing ahead, step by step. For the final outcome that you 
seek to create, you learn key concepts and ideas, and apply in 
practice for experience. 
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Tell us more about what makes the mentors of Navigation 99 
special.
Five mentors are actively taking part in Navigation 989 to offer 
mentorship in their respective fields of specialty. All mentors have 
had their experience working in development teams for start-
ups for five to ten years, witnessing fast-paced growth. Besides, 
we are working closely with talented professionals who are active 
in their fields as mentor for individual projects. Throughout the 
program without lecturers or professors, these mentors offer 
feedback and coaching services/ 

Please tell us about the recent trend in training for aspiring 
developers. 
One of the most notable changes is that many began to pay 
attention to development, especially coding, regardless of 
backgrounds. The recent trend has pushed up the demand for 
learning the core elements in less amount of time, quite unlike 
those with academic backgrounds in related fields. We believe 
that we are meeting the needs with our programs. Because in less 
than five weeks, anyone can create his or her own web service. 
Whereas others offered programs pivoting around theories, 
programs revolving around practicing have cropped out these 
days. 

Team Sparta has first started with hands-on training programs 
and then achieved dramatic growth, turning to online programs.
To make quick transition from training in physical spaces to online 
training, we have first created a recap of previous programs and 
offered them online. And then receiving feedback, the team built 
up the core concept and learned from the experience that the 
majority of customers do not quite trust quality of online programs. 
Because they would be less motivated and face limited resources 
to reach out for help. Against the backdrop, Team Sparta 
designed the programs to ensure both of motivation and skills that 
we make phone calls when customers do not complete courses 
by given deadline and secured a resource pool for customers 
to reach out for questions and help. These have helped 80% of 
trainees complete their courses thus far. 

Navigation 99 runs its metaverse platform called “Gather 
Town.” 
Gather Town is a platform – a hybrid between video conferencing 
platform and key elements of metaverse. We have turned to 
Gather Town for active for two main reasons – first, the trainees 
feel less fatigue yet feel more engaged and immersed. Each 
participant can choose a character of choice to make it feel 
sense of community. Even if you don’t meet your peers in person, 
working together through the night or watching peers staying 
up late at night, you can find motivations and encouragement. 
Second, trainees can be proactive on this virtual platform, 
because Gather Town will always be there for them. All they need 
is to log in to access. Quite unlike meetings that are set up by 
specific purposes, any trainees can come in for chats, and ask 
mentors questions any time. In short, Gather Town is a virtual 

space where trainees can get immersed and pursue professional 
growth throughout ninety-nine days they spend with us. 

What could be the key tasks for Team Sparta these days?
The key task for us is to welcome more people into the world of 
coding. The more specific and sound the motivations behind 
learning, the more likely it would be to tap on Navigation 99. In 
this sense, it will be crucial for us to spread words about cases 
that coding skills were helpful for career development and create 
relevant atmosphere. 

What will be ahead of Team Sparta in the future?
Quite unlike other fields, coding is revolves around acts of 
creation. That said, you can do as many things as you can 
with the skills sets you learn. Team Sparta aspires to become a 
business that nurture talents, and develop software based on 
these skilled talents. We are seeking global expansion as well. 

You have built close ties with SBA.
The CEO, Lee Byeonggyu had an opportunity to deliver lectures 
on job application in SBA. And since then, SBA would contact 
the CEO for designing new courses or when the organization has 
new support program to introduce. We have been lucky to be 
interviewed this time, and look forward to having opportunities to 
work closely together, possibly in the nearest future. 

What is your own definition of ideal communication?
Ideal communication can get talents working. Because 
communication is basically about getting work done. The key is 
not about getting your message across, or making your partners 
understand. Rather, I view that whether you are someone who 
speaks or listen to, the person who’s in charge should run around 
to check on everything.  

To you, what is “Seoul?”
Seoul is a city where people from diverse backgrounds are giving 
their all to make their dream come true. And because everybody 
is working hard to achieve goals, everything in Seoul seems to 
be faster-paced. Looking back, the time I have spent in Seoul 
are being the drive for me that I can keep up with my passion 
to help others achieve their dreams by offering software training 
programs. Both consciously and unconsciously, Seoul is being 
a place where anyone can find inspiration and influence from 
others. 
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It is a pleasure to meet you. Please tell us about A-One 
Creation. 
Since the establishment in 2018, A-One has continued 
developing tools for pre-school age children, grafing technology 
including augmented reality and mirror reflective technology. 
The company has thus far developed more than seven products 
and introduced in the market, and is expanding its scope of 
research and development, targeting online education sector. 
The company, in parallel, is maintaining its pricing policy to sell 
products at acceptable and reasonable level and conducting a 
variety of sponsorship and charity activities. All these activities 
are aiming to narrow education gaps and offer helping hands for 
underprivileged in the post-pandemic era. 

Could you please tell us about the signature products that 
have made most of the technology you’ve just mentioned? 
I can talk about AR ENGLISH. This is designed for children 
to learn English, using magnetic cards, with mirror reflective 
device mounted on mobile devices and the app that uses AR 
technology. The product is designed to help children develop 
all their senses and furthermore, creativity, social skills and 
intelligence level. In short, this is a tool for comprehensive 
development sprinkled with fun elements that children can have 
lots of fun, playing with the product. Children can learn together 
with their friends, teachers or parents, and play fun and exciting 
games, competing against their friends. 

Do children like the products? 
The key idea revolving around the product is to “let children 
learn from playing.” Because even products from great ideas 
will turn out to be useless, when children can’t have fun and get 
sick of them. With our products, pre-school age children can 
learn, having lots of fun from game-like contents and without 
much assistance and direction from parents or teachers, they 
can figure out and learn for themselves by solving problems. 
I can recall one of the young visitors getting immersed in the 
experience using the product and ended up spending two hours 
in the exhibition booth. 

What is the key goal of the product that seemingly assist pre-
school age children in self-guided learning. 
Children tend to get sick of anything that they find it boring, 
and they show their dislike to anything they feel they are forced 
to. But if they could have fun, it would take an instant to get 
immersed and fascinated. We’ve all paid attention to bring 
such insights into the products. And we’ve also learned that 
children tend to pay attention to programs that encourage 
adequate competitions or interactions with their peers, parents, 
or teachers, rather than those that let them play on their own. The 
products are not designed to be boring, obvious, and coercive 
– rather, they aim to nudge children into learn from playing and 
having lots of fun. 

Technology-Based
Education Tools Pre-Schoolers
A-One Creation  

CEO Hong Jeyeok
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What were the problems that you sought to solve from 
conventional education tools? 
Most products are available on either one of iOS or Android, 
whereas ours can be used in any OS and devices. And while 
most imported products are not relevant to the culture in Asian 
countries including Korea, ours have been adequately localized 
to ensure relevance. Most of all, I am confident to tell you that 
ours are outpacing other products in the market in quality and 
quantity. 

The product can be distinctive from other products in 
programs and curriculum as well.
The programs have been designed to enable children to learn 
for themselves, taking step-by-step on the designated mobile 
app that parents or teachers feel less pressured to guide them. 
And in addition, the product can help parents and teachers pay 
more attention to elements other than learning. Mist of all, they 
can be used for remote or virtual learning as well.  

What made you think about grafting AR and VR technology 
into education? 
The idea originally started with applying VR technology into 
tourists cards to offer a variety of information for tourists from 

outside of Korea. The product was called Korea Card back 
then, and it received positive feedback from home and abroad. 
And then the team reached a conclusion that VR technology in 
education would have positive future outlook in the market that 
we started working on the new projects.

Please tell us about what it takes to develop new products? 
We first ask ourselves questions like, “what could let children 
have fun and develop their skills?” and “what kind of contents 
to these children need?” And then we figure out what to do to 
materialize the ideas, making most of the signature technology 
of A-One Creation. This has made us with achievements 
of introducing seven products already. Benchmarking new 
technology and education tools from around the world, including 
the United States and China, as well as Korea, we apply our 
signature technology to further materialize and expand the idea.

What has been the biggest challenge developing and selling 
the products?
As a start-up, I should admit that the company has not 
raised its brand awareness level sufficiently. And quite unlike 
other companies that invest massive amount of budget into 
marketing and publicity to make their brand names known in 
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a shorter amount of time, we cannot afford to pay a lump sum 
for marketing. Instead, we have chosen to make presence in 
the market via crowd funding, social media, online store that 
we run within our website, and exhibitions in Korea and around 
the world. I admit that it takes time and we still have rooms for 
improvement. But we believe that we have potentials to be 
fulfilled, as we keep seeing success in attracting investors from 
crowd funding and expanding our customer base and buy base. 

The company is looking into global expansion these days.
In fact, the four key topics that EIDWare is keen on is the issue 
of the entire international society, as well as Seoul. We have 
been keen on global expansion from the beginning that we 
have set up a corporation in the US, and are conducting clinical 
trials in countries including Singapore, Japan, and the US. 
Almost everything has been disrupted due to COVID-19, but 
when everything goes back to normal, we will pour all our might 
to global business. You can look forward to seeing EIDWare 
making positive impacts on the society.

What is the technology that can be applicable in the future?
Metaverse is increasingly receiving attention in a variety of 
industrial sectors. The education sectors has seen disruptions 
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and transformation for the past years, and demand, as well 
as interest, is growing for education system that have relevant 
technology applied. And as remote or virtual education is being 
highlighted for the upcoming post-pandemic era, related 
technology such as metaverse and remote or virtual technology 
will become the key in the education sector. 

Could you tell us about new products or services that A-One 
Creation is working on these days?
We are currently working on AR KOREAN, one of the product 
series that have mirror reflective technology applied. We have 
been developing products to help children English, math, and 
arts, and received feedback from customers that we should 
develop products and service for learning Korean. We are 
aiming to introduce the new product in 2022, and we look 
forward to serving countless number of customers around the 
globe who are interested in learning Korean.

What could the future aspiration of A-One Creation?
We are aiming to make the level playing field so that 
underprivileged children can have equal opportunities in 
education. And in parallel, we look to become a leader in 
developing education system applying related technology, with 
metaverse becoming the mainstream.

Could you tell us about the relationship with SBA?
Our products have been recognized by “HI-Seoul Award” three 
times. And we have been awarded by “Crowd Funding-Type 
Support Program” from SBA two times. Besides, we received 
lots of support and assistance, including meetings with potential 
customers and buyers and virtual meetings to build and expand 
the customer base.

What is your definition of ideal communication? 
It takes “attention” and “care” to make communication possible. 
Because once you start paying personal attention and care 
to your work, then you would start gathering more information 
to learn and thus, build up expertise and knowledge. And 
ultimately, you will find yourself communicating with your 
colleagues or peers better. 

To you, what is “Seoul?”
It is where I could start my own business.
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Where Members Support 
and Cheer for One Another 
in Achieving Goals 
Director of BX Team for Wadiz 
Lee Yoongyeong

The Seoul-based funding platform, Wadiz attracts “makers, ” those who need 
funding and “supporters” who are willing to fund. However, it is not simply 
fund that are being exchanged – rather, the platform opens grounds for 
supportive messages and cheers to be shared. All of these have been made 
possible thanks to makers, supporters, and most of all, the members of Wadiz, 
“Jingooki.” Indeed, game-changing brands are cropping up in the industries 
because of the unparalleled organizational culture of Wadiz. In
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“Talented colleagues are the best perks 
that a company can offer.”

It is a pleasure to meet you. Could you please tell us about 
yourself? 
This is Lee Yoongyeong, the director of BX Team for Wadiz. I 
joined Wadiz in 2018 and am currently leading BX team. 

Please tell us more about Wadiz.
Wadiz has first started with a simple definition that the role of 
genuine finance is about steering necessary fund into where it 
is most needed. When the CEO, Shin Hyeseong observed that 
smaller-sized businesses did not benefit from adequate funding 
throughout the years working in the financial sector. Because 
the banking institutions preferred larger-sized businesses with 
safe collaterals for lending. By the time when Wadiz first started 
in 2012, disruption of social media was part of the global trend 
that the CEO decided to open an online platform that would offer 
opportunities for aspiring business leaders by bridging them with 
investors.

Could you tell us about how the company has named itself 
“Wadiz?” 
Wadi is an Arabic word meaning river on desert, and we came 
up with the naming idea with the mission that we would be 
the pump-prime for businesses with novel ideas like streams 
gushing out in deserts. This can explain why each meeting 
room is named after rivers from around the world, including Nile, 
Hudson, and Thames.

  
What makes Wadiz fund smaller-sized businesses that push 
boundaries. Because such adventurous journey often tends to 
be risk-taking. 
With more endeavors and new ideas, we believe that the world 
will become the better place. Most start-ups, smaller and 
medium-sized businesses, and creators face limit in fund and 
sales and distribution channels and bump into challenges in 
meeting customers and achieve success in commercialization. 

Wadiz is here to open grounds for these aspiring business 
leaders and creators who dare to jump out of their comfort 
zones.

How do business leaders get their projects funded on Wadiz? 
The business leaders on Wadiz – the Makers – are paired with 
PDs who offer consulting services for achievement. PDs are 
stepping in to find these Makers to open projects, or the Makers 
can sign up and open one for themselves. The Makers can make 
proposals upon application with necessary information including 
target goal in funding, schedule, and rewards for funding to 
offer. Then we internally go through reviews on information 
on the Maker, stories behind creating reward items to offer, 
and relevance of rewards. And as an online platform, what we 
are paying close attention to is “contribution to development 
of products/services,” rather than “product price and speed 
of delivery.” The funding project will see its success once it S
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reaches target goals in a given period of time, before the amount 
is paid to the Maker. Otherwise, if the goal is not reached, then 
the project will be cancelled. When the project turns out to be 
successful, then the Maker can start working on reward service/
product for delivery by schedule. 

What sets Wadiz apart from all other crowd funding platforms? 
Wadiz is the top funding platform in Korea that has achieved 
the funding of up to KRW 600 billion and attracted four million 
members. The Makers can find members – the Supporters – who 
can offer feedback, as well as publicity from funding projects. 
And since the company is running its physical spaces where 
customers can experience products from the Makers and stores 
that sell products, the business leaders can find all-in-one 
solution from funding to finding sales channels. 

From the Supporters who take part in funding, what could be 
the benefits and strengths? 
From the Supporters’ perspective, they can find a variety 
of products and service categories that they wouldn’t find 
anywhere else. The variety has attracted customers who look for 
out-of-the box ideas. I have heard that a lot of merchandizers 
visit Wadiz to read the recent trend. Most of all, customers can 
experience products and services in physical spaces and stores 
before making purchase decisions. 

You may run into less desirable reactions, despite all your 
passion to the projects.
For the first projects that revolved around matches and 
fragrances, the reactions were not as massive as we intended. 
And we had to run around to sell the products, because the 
sales channels and platforms were limited back then. We have 
seen the offer turned down so many times. But with time, the 
studio has managed to make its name in the market, and we can 
finally deliver our own message. 

To go back to the topic, Wadiz has first started to build an 
ideal organizational culture. 
You may have seen a few advising you that you need to be good 
at office politics or there is little room for you to make changes 
(laugh). The CEO came up with a few questions, “why should we 
live our lives that are against our set of belief? If we could start a 
business staffed by people with decency, couldn’t we see some 
changes?” The CEO started the business with a sincere with 
to build a company with sustainability, and before materializing 
any business idea, the CEO first build up an idea of what kind of 
organization to build. 

Could you elaborate more on what efforts you’re making for 
the decent organizational culture? 
There is a set of five principle that encompass all of decision 
making, assessment and hiring process – “We do right things,” 
“we enjoy what it takes for transformation and be ahead of the 
trend,” “we help out one another,” “we leave positive memories 

for our partners and customers,” “we pursue financial profits.” 
These have been formulated when Wadiz first started.   

All staff members referred to as “Zingugi.” 
It is no exaggeration that it came from the CEO commenting 
that all the Wadiz crews are “jinguk,” the Korean word meaning 
someone reliable and trustworthy. I was touched because 
I could see how much the CEO trust and was proud of the 
members. 

Characters are designed as well. What was the reactions from 
the members?
Many of the members of Wadiz like the characters, because it 
was made organically. What had already in the organization was 
visualized and materialized that regardless of finish or detail, the 
members relate themselves to the character and welcome the 
idea. 
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Wadiz is internally running so-called “People Team” to serve 
the members. 
People Team oversees HR planning, organizational culture, 
recruitment, and administrative affairs. The key goal is to build 
an efficient working environment where the members can growth 
with the company together. Specifically, the team takes care of 
onboarding programs for newcomers, and designing in-house 
training programs, assessment/reward programs, and working 
environment relevant to the organizational culture. 

Could you tell us more about the organizational culture of 
Wadiz?
I can fist talk about the onboarding program, “Genie.” One 
of the employees would pair with a newcomer to complete 
missions for four weeks to get to know about and blend into 
Wadiz. And we also have programs and schemes to facilitate 
communication. First of all, we seek to ensure horizontality and 
efficiency that regardless of ranks and positions, we all refer 
to one another as “Pro.” And in the Culture Center, we have 
a monthly townhall meeting called “Impact Forum” to share 
updates on performance. The townhall meeting is hosted 
virtually these days. In parallel, we run a program called “Ten 
Ways for Jingooki to Work” to ensure efficiency and productivity 
and encourage all members to help out one another. Besides, 
we designed “Jingooki Universe” to promote the company and 
spread messages internally. 

Why do we all need to communicate well and often at work?
Communication is the key to build up consensus and steer 
everyone into the journey of reaching the busines goal. And for a 
fast-paced start-up like Wadiz, you need to be knowledgeable 
about the contexts and backgrounds of decision making or 
goals. Lack of communication and transparency could instantly 
lead to misunderstanding and you may often end up getting 
lost. So, it is essential to share and talk about almost everything, 
even though you feel it could be too much. And because there 
is no such thing as being complete in organizational culture, we 
should all keep up with our good work in communication at work. 

What could be the aspiration of Wadiz in the future?
Wadiz seeks to be a key channel for start-ups and small and 
medium sized companies. The company has recently attracted 
Series D investment from Lotte and begun partnership with the 
affiliate companies of Lotte to help smaller sized brands grow. In 
parallel, we are planning to expand financing for start-ups. The 
company aspires to evolve into a platform that can be with the 
businesses throughout all life cycles. 
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What is your definition of ideal communication?
That is one of the topics that I have kept asking myself recently. 
With the company growing in size, I feel that we all might run 
into challenges and limits in making communication effective, 
when we keep relying on oral communication, because we might 
overlook importance of detailed explanation and most of all, it 
is volatile. To this extent, we are encouraging the members to 
communicate in written form, with all key items summarized. We 
still aspire to create an atmosphere where anyone can have a 
say, but it is increasingly becoming important to communicate 
in written formats to ensure simplicity and accuracy in delivering 
necessary information. But undeniably, fun and creative ideas or 
decisions are often made when we sit down and chat together 
(laugh). 

Last but not least, to you, what is “Seoul?” 
I have spent my twenties in Seoul, starting from the Hongdae 
area. I feel that I went through so many things throughout my 
first year in Seoul and can say that it is where I have built up my 
identity. Everything has changes but I believe that the spirit in 
the city is still around. I have moved around so many places, 
but I personally relate Seoul with the Hongdae area. And as an 
independent artist, I still dream of becoming one of the Makers 
myself. 
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Sound organizational culture remains to be sustainable and keeps 
evolving to build a sound foundation future. Here are stories 
behind businesses that engage their staff members to keep up 
with their good work in building sustainable organizational culture. In
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PEOPLE

People Who Established Unique Culture 
and Press Ahead with Their Belief 

Ably Ko Jiyeong
Sellmate Seo Wonjoon
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Leader of Culture Team Ko Jiyeong
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Ably has dominated the fashion commerce scene, serving 
customers with matching styles to their tastes and preferences 
based on customers’ data. The astonishing growth of Ably has been 
faster-paced than anyone else in the industry would have imagined. 
And what is bolstering such growth is the tightly-knit teamwork. 

The office is nicely designed. And name of each meeting room 
is catchy, which seems to be an inspiration from cities from 
around the world, such as Athens, Milan and New York. 
To be honest, that’s what the team has paid utmost attention to. 
Because we felt that people communicate using a lot of words, 
we carefully chose adequate words and names to be in line with 
the keyword, “global.” So, instead of saying, for instance, “let’s 
get together at the meeting room,” you can say, “let’s meet up in 
New York or Paris at three o’clock.” 

The naming idea could sound exciting for the staff members 
when they are walking around the office space, because they 
could feel like they are travelling around. People Team sounds 
very new. Could you tell us more about the team? 
The team touches on a variety of projects, working closely with 
the staff members of Ably. Whereas other companies choose 
the word, HR, we decided to turn to the word, “people” to sound 
more friendly and accessible. The team is made up of three sub-

teams, including Recruiting Team in charge of recruitment, HR 
Team responsible for designing HR schemes and policies, and 
Culture Team that is responsible for establishing organizational 
culture and take measures to effectively spread and stabilize 
within the organization. 

You may have gone through a lot of thoughts to set 
directionality for the team. 
When it comes to human resource management or sharing 
ideas behind HR schemes, we make sure not to push the staff 
members around or follow unconditionally. Because we believe 
that we are here to help all members achieve the business goal 
of Ably and get focused on what they do. 

Ably has made its name, appearing on one of the survival TV 
show broadcasted by tvN in Korea, “Top Seller.” Ably has also 

created some buzz for actively taking party in producing the 
program. 
“Top Seller” is, in fact, the survival TV program produced by 
Ably. This has been significant for being the first in the fashion 
industry to promote symbiotic partnership with smaller-sized 
business owners and sellers and we have sought to offer best 
possible support for these promising sellers to achieve their 
growth. And the consumers have learned more about what were 
behind the scenes and paid more attention to what these sellers 
sell. Everything featured in “Top Seller” was the collection sold 
in Ably – we procured all of them before the program was aired, 
and after the shootings, we donated all the items worth KRW 120 
million to the Korean social enterprise, Beautiful Store. 

Ably has recently expanded its business from fashion to 
lifestyle and beauty.
The company introduced the new categories, home décor and 
hand crafts the year before, and then kicked off a new one, 
cosmetics in the spring season last year. But I’d like to make 
it clear that we didn’t take off on our journey simply because 
lifestyle or beauty products were selling well. Because Ably 
aspires to become an e-commerce platform with focus on style, 
deftly reflecting all the demand, style and tastes of our users, we 
felt that we had to jump out of the comfort zone and expand our 
service and product categories. 

With rapid business growth and surge in popularity as a 
shopping app, Ably may have seen an uptick in the number 
of applicants for job openings. Who could be the best fit for 
Ably?
Simply put, if you’re passionate to become a professional, you 
are likely to be the best fit for the company. Because all staff 
members, as I have observed, are proactive and have strong 
desire to accomplish. Also, I’d like to add that you could blend 

“We pay attention to trust to build a sound and sustainable community and the trust 
comes from the belief that any member of Ably community would work as ‘one team’ 
with GRIT to leave positive impact.”
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into the team better if you are quick enough to learn how Ably 
as a team functions. If you are a good team player, as well as 
qualified professionally, then you would be the best fit for the 
culture in Ably. 

It takes some time to build up culture that you would have to 
make some efforts and resources throughout the time. Could 
you tell us more about the culture in Ably? 
“Business” and “community” make up the core axis of the 
vision of Ably. While “business” sheds light on the ultimate 
business goal, “community” weighs on aspiration surrounding 
organizational culture. These two are equally on the top priority 
for us to achieve. Because even if you achieve your business 
goal, the mission would not be complete without sound and 
sustainable community. Further, we pay attention to trust to build 
a sound and sustainable community and the trust comes from 
the belief that any member of Ably community would work as “one 
team” with GRIT to leave positive impact. 

Could you tell us about your career path before you joined 
Ably? 
I worked for a consultancy before. I was responsible for 

understanding needs from clients, including Samsung, LG, 
and SK, and designing activities or training programs to help 
them build relevant organizational culture. Start-ups tend to 
take different perspectives on organizational culture or human 
resource management at different stages of business life cycle, 
and the past experience is helpful to me. 

Larger businesses have been maintaining organizational 
culture throughout decades of history. But compared to them, 
working for Ably, you may have felt that you needed to keep 
pushing boundaries for novel cultural experiments.  
One of the beauties of working for a start-up is that you can turn 
to what has never been tried before. Whereas you barely have 
a chance to meet the originators of the organizational culture 
in larger businesses, you are sitting next to the founder – the 
originator of the culture with vision – and closely watch what the 
founder is up to. 

Ably is less likely to coerce its staff members into following its 
policies. But if necessary, what could be the key policies that 
the staff members need to follow?

We encourage all staff members to call one another on a first 

©Ably 

name basis, and refrain from referring other members, even 
supervisors by ranks or positions. All of us are referring the CEO 
by his first name, “Seokhoon” at our office. But we make sure 
that we pay respect to one another in languages and manner. 
This may sound trivial, but since this is part of the core value 
and policies that we give detailed explanations to any one of the 
newcomers on the first day of work. 

What is the future aspirations and dreams to achieve for Ably? 
Ably has its vision to build the next generation of commerce 
ecosystem in the fashion industry, making most of data from the 
key customers, the Millennials and Generation Z. For instance, 
while YouTube has generated business opportunities with 
contents, Ably seeks to establish an ecosystem where anyone 
with talent and passion can start a business and see success. 
The ultimate goal is to open the floor for sellers to source 
products of their choice from chain platforms and for users, on 
the other hand, to have products recommended before their 
purchase decision. 

Communication could be the key for all activities in the Ably 
community. What is your definition of an ideal communication? 
I believe that you need to pay attention to how you deliver your 
message. Because when you talk about something, anyone 
who takes your message will go through interpretation. And 
other than languages, non-language factors such as gestures, 
expressions, and tone and manners are the elements that 

you should pay attention to as a package. Once you do so, I 
suppose that you can get closer to the ideal communication.  

Lastly, to you, what is Seoul?
I spend one year in China and the UK, respectively, and back 
then, Seoul was one of the cities around the world. On the 
global stage, Seoul was one of the fast followers to catch up 
with the trend and localize. But these days, I sense that the city 
has transformed into a global hub. The city is not only being 
the hub for Korea, but also the epicenter of the latest trend in 
culture, fashion and dining scenes to spread around the globe. 
I suppose that Ably has been lucky enough, with beauty and 
fashion industries in the country receiving spotlights from around 
the world, often being referred to as K-beauty and K-style.

©
Ab

ly
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As the name may tell, “Sellmate” aspires to be a friendly guide to sellers. 
The programs is manageable linking between online and physical stores, 
and collects purchase orders from an extensive variety of sales channel, 
based on meticulously collected inventory data. Furthermore, Sellmate 
enables fast delivery. This useful program has started from a mission to 
excite the staff members and touch the hearts of customers. 

CEO Seo Wonjoon 
Sellmate
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You seem to be a fan of the Japanese animated movie series, 
“One Piece.” You have a lot of figurines of the characters of 
the series. 
“One Piece” is one of my favorite animation series. I like the 
stories, but what I could relate myself to was that the characters 
made a good team, even though each had different interests 
and dreams. The animation series has been an inspiration for 
an ideal organization to me. Because every one of the members 
had his or her roles and responsibilities, not positions or ranks.  

Then could you please tell us more about the company, 
“Sellmate?” 
As the name may hint at, the company has been named from 
an aspiration to be a friendly guide to sellers, designing a 
virtual back office for sellers with a variety of functional services, 
including purchase order management, customer service and 
inventory management. I have been lucky to be part of the 
mainstream of the tend because when I started the business in 
2006, e-commerce had just started to bloom. We are offering a 
one-stop service to manage all stages of purchase and delivery 
to ensure efficiency and convenience. 

It has been more than a decade and a half since you started 
your own business. How much do you think you have 
progressed toward your goal? 
The mission was simple – serving with IT technology that could 
make the staff members happy, and the customers live better 
lives. When I first started business, I felt sorry for those who 
were running their online stores. They would start working earlier 
than anyone else and work through the night, but they were not 
making enough money and a lot of them had limited choices for 
career shifts. The business came from an idea to help them finish 
work earlier, and the idea turned out to be maximize efficiency. 

Who are the key customers of Sellmate? 
Brand names with high brand awareness level, including Style 
Nanda, Xexymix and Adar are some of the key customers. The 
business is growing with the customer base, offering inventory 
management system for their online stores, POS system for 
their physical stores, and international solution for those that 
are seeking global expansion. The programs and services are 
categorized by size and level to meet demands from different 

“The mission statement of the company has been to make the staff members feel 
excited and touch the hearts of customers with technology.”

types of customers that smaller-sized businesses that have just 
started are counting on us.   

Any organization and team have its own culture. Please tell us 
how Sellmate maintains its unique culture. 
A lot of organizations stress on horizontality in organizational 
culture these days. But in my view, anyone deserves to 
be treated equally, but an organization should be vertical 
in structure. Horizontality has often been experimented in 
organizations, but within the context of the Korean culture, it 
is not blending well but often end up straining interpersonal 
relationship. Under authority and responsibility, members in 
different ranks and positions should actively communicate and 
respect one another. 
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You may pay a lot of attention to hiring as well. Who could be 
the best fit for Sellmate. 
Someone I would want to have dinner or drink together. That 
means I would opt for someone who’s likeable and friendly. And 
quite fascinatingly, when I hire someone, following this policy, 
most of the staff members say they like the person. What’s 
important is whether the person can get along with the team 
members well.  

It takes some motivations to work for a company for many 
years. What could be the motivations and benefits that 
Sellmate can offer? 
I need to be honest that I was paying attention to perks at first. 
But I have learned from my experience that everyone had 
different definitions on perks that some may not feel satisfied 
however well designed the perks are. But education and training 
are key to career development for almost anyone that the entire 
company is paying attention to them these days. We have quite 
a few who have been with the company for more than ten years, 
and for them, we offer sponsorship for MBA or graduate schools. 

Then what could be the key to be part of the Sellmate 
community? 
If you want to work for any company long enough, then you 
should keep yourself motivated and fascinated from what you 
do. And I view these two as volatility and variable. Because the 
company frequently updates the operation system, some may 

find the updates stressful. But some others may be thrilled from 
steering the system toward improvement. The vast majority of the 
team who have been with the company are excited to be part of 
the journey fulfilling the potentials. And they are likely to “click.”

You have mentioned that one of your missions was to make 
your staff members feel happy. Is it still part of your ultimate 
goal? 
One day, I have started feeling that the word “happiness” could 
be vague and less motivating. So, since last year, the mission 
statement of the company has been to make the staff members 
feel excited and touch the hearts of customers with technology. 
Because I view that the sheer happiness at work comes from 
thrills and excitement from learning and achievement. I want to 
make the workplace where the staff members can feel excited 
by new projects and welcoming news every morning. 

You have had close relationship with SBA. 
I have had opportunities in actively taking part in a few projects 
run by SBA, including “Scouting SW Talents” and resolved 
challenges related with securing skilled talents. I am receiving 
a lot of help from support projects as well. In the midst of the 
pandemic looming over the entire country, I was fortunate to 
be part of a number of projects, including “Level Up Project 
To Stabilize Employment” or “EAP” and found opportunities in 
securing jobs for employees. 

Communication is key to almost all business activities. How do 
the staff members communicate in the Sellmate community?
The company has left an impression to customers that we are 
good listeners. With the business growing, we face numerous 
challenges from ensuring efficiency in communication, yet 
nevertheless, we continue our best efforts in maintaining speed 
in communication with and response to our customers, as well 
as our staff members. Because communication has been the key 
to the growth, we all feel that we should pay close attention to it. 

From customers’ perspective, speed of response would be 
crucial. How do you communicate with the staff members? 
Every other week, I spare my time to reach out to the staff 
members to talk. I often talk to the customer service agents and 
share the mission statement and vision for growth. We also talk 
about the latest trend in the industry as well. Because these 

agents are at the forefront of communication channel, bridging 
between the company and the customers, the time I spend with 
them is precious to me. 

What kind of emotion does the city of Seoul arouse in you? 
I have originally come from Busan and relocated myself to the 
city when I started the business. I have believed throughout my 
life that if you want to make money, you need to explore every 
corner of an area you’d be based in. So, when I first moved 
to Seoul, I literally walked around the entire city, from Seoul 
Station to Apgujeong, and then Jamsil. The city back then was 
overwhelming to me, because I had no friends or family with 
me back then. But it was a land of opportunity as well. I feel 
so comfortable now that when I come back to the city from the 
outside, I find myself feeling relieved and relaxed. 
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A Recommendation by Tony Park, 
Leader of People & Culture Team for TOSS

Reboots Of Abraham Lincoln – 
The Leadership That We All Need Today

Chae Bokki | Book Story 

As to a question of what it takes to become a true leader, the book 
Reboots Of Abraham Lincoln – The Leadership That We All Need 
Today shares stories behind character, vision, and communication 
skills of one of the most admired leadership throughout the history, 
Abraham Lincoln and the secret behind his leadership. The late 
president of the early years of the United States had been born 
introvert and had speech issues, but overcame his weaknesses 
as a leader by making ceaseless efforts and thus brought about 
groundbreaking changes in communication. Furthermore, 
Lincoln practiced his leadership driven by communication and 
transparency to steer the nascent country into unity and prosperity. 
His stories would be inspirational and insightful for aspiring 
business leaders who seek transformation and what it takes to be a 
considerate and thoughtful leader. At the end of the book, readers 
may go through “Lincoln Leadership Check List” to look back upon 
leadership and communication style. 

For Those Who Are Seeking 
Further Improvement 

Your Friendly Guide for Communication 

Communication skill has become one of the key qualifications for professionals 
today, and only few would be brave enough to disagree with the recent trend 
in the human resource management. Notably, once you utter out your words, 
you shall never be able to take them back. In this sense, where as anyone can 
speak, only a handful knows how to speak well, especially within the context 
of organizations where one could never let guard down. For those looking 
for useful tips to overcome challenges from communication, here are six 
publications that professionals of organizational culture have recommended.  W
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A Recommendation by Ko Jiyeong, 
Leader of Culture Team for Ably 

Trust Works!

Ken Blanchard, Cynthia Olmstead & Martha 
Lawrence | The Soop 

Similar to a life path, only few businesses can be exceptions from 
stormy days throughout their life cycle. As to a question of how to 
weather the storm, the key could be found from communication with 
optimism and flexibility that ensures trust among leadership and 
members. 
Indeed, it is trust that bond and connect all members of an 
organization tightly together. And as trust can be a powerful drive for 
an organization to bring its members together and push ahead with 
its vision and belief, it needs significant amount of time and efforts 
to find adequate methods of building trust among members of an 
organization. 
Indeed, with pieces of notes or recipes kept and stacked day by day, 
you will find create your own artistic archive of your everyday life. 
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A Recommendation by Choi Choonghee, 
the CEO Of Sunshine Book Shop 

Effortlessly & Comfortably

Kim Soohyeon | Nol 

Perhaps sound communication is deeply rooted in sound 
interpersonal relationship. Then you may ask yourself what it 
takes to make interpersonal relationship sound. And quite often, 
you may feel that it comes from effortlessness and comfort from 
relationships. 
The author, Kim Soohyeon stresses in her book that to make 
any form of relationship effortless yet comfortable, it is essential 
to draw a line that could make you feel comfortable, as well as 
to set a threshold that prevents from others feeling discomfort. 
And further, the author adds that you need to strike an adequate 
balance. The balance will ultimately make you retrieve peace of 
mind effortlessly and comfortably, while building interpersonal 
relationship with others from the outside. A read through this 
book may be a good start to listen closely to others in every 
possible way and be open to others with warm heart.

A Recommendation by Seo Wonjoon, 
The CEO Of Sellmate 

Pixar Way

Bill Capodagil & Lynn Jackson | Sam & Parkers

As well as qualifications and skill sets of members, organizational 
culture is the key to build a good team. One of the global animated 
film studio, Pixar is a remarkable example that has built a solid 
teamwork with positive communication methods to thus, establish 
sound organizational culture and team. 
Pixar has boldly taken on its experiment to bring creative talents 
together to unleash their creativity and fulfill potentials. As a result, 
the animated movie studio has achieved an organizational culture 
with humor and uplifting atmosphere that deftly encourages, in 
parallel, its skillful talents to perform flawlessly at work. Behind 
the unlikely achievement in balancing between these different 
elements, the authors reveal a few secrets. Agreeably, almost 
all leaders and members of an organizations will find themselves 
intrigued to learn the secrets behind the powerhouse of creativity. 
Once you open this page turner, you will be more than ready to 
spend hours until the last page.  
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A Recommendation By Writers Of The Magazine

I Say What I Should Say

Hirenze | Yuyeong

In the jungle-like business world with interests and stakes tightly 
interlocked within organizations, communication is taking place 
endlessly. Quite unfortunately, a few barely knows how to be 
well mannered when interacting with others. Moreover, you can 
seldom anticipate when and where you would bump into these ill-
mannered few that upon running into them, you are likely to feel 
depressed and frustrated. And these negative emotions inevitably 
leads to work-related stress. But to the delight of many, a few 
tricks can be useful to get yourself prepared and expect what 
may be unexpected - so-called “self-defense communication 
skills” that is covered throughout this book. This skill set can 
make tools to steer puzzling circumstances into satisfyingly 
positive consequences for professionals of all levels, whether 
you have just joined the active workforce in the society or you are 
an experienced professional. Undeniably, with the skill set, you 
will find yourself communicating with your business partners and 
colleagues in baffling moments at work. 

A Recommendation by Writers of the Magazine

1% of Detail

Kim Hansol | Chaek Yeo Se

If someone raises a hand to ask what it takes to perform well 
at work, each one of us may come up with different answers. 
Yet there are a few things that those who are on the ball at 
work stress in common – communication skill. Many of us may 
respond that it is obvious. But what these excellent performers 
seek to underline is “detail” in communication. 
The details in communication sets outstanding communicators 
apart from the rest of others. And the book is definitely a 
recommendation for those who are keen to learn what the details 
are. As communication is an intricate part of office life within the 
context of organization, communication skill will clearly be the key 
to success.
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Secret behind Performance 

Three Secrets behind Outperformers 

How would you tell that you are performing well at work? As a person who has 
spent as a HR manager for a larger-sized corporate entity for many years, I have 
had experience in assessing and managing human resource from around the 
world, as well as Korea. And from many years of experience, I have observed 
that outperforming talents – regardless of their positions and ranks - had clear 
set of guidelines and policies of their own to take “customers’ perspective.” Here 
are three helpful tips for aspiring professionals to perform better at work. 

TIP

Many are inclined to associate performance at work with “smart working” these days. Although 
smart working may sound somewhat vague, it is often tied with those who can get their work done 
effortlessly, those who are skillful in certain software, system or programs, or even those who finish 
work faster and leave work earlier. All of these may share some similarities with those who perform 
well at work in a certain sense, but in a substance, these are not all about performance at work. 
Because in many cases, working less could be the key to work effortlessly or leave work for home 
earlier. Moreover, when you avert your own responsibilities at work and toss them over to your 
colleagues, you may leave your office anytime you like. But almost anyone would agree how painful 
it could be if your colleague in your office is one of such. The definition of smart working should be 
revised to refer to a skill set of analysis, planning, and boldness in identifying needs from customers 
and thus, focus on what could be essential and necessary. However, “customers” could be vague 
and complex that it could often be challenging for many to identify who their customers are. In this 
regard, scores of talented professionals at workplaces narrowly see ideas surrounding customers 
as those related only with sales departments. Nevertheless, the process revolving around defining 
customers and making relevant research make up the core part of performance at work. Here are a 
few helpful advise on how to take customers’ perspective at work.  
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Customers can be multi-dimensional. It can be fully understood only when viewed from various 
perspectives and dimensions. First of all, let's divide the customers into three categories. The 
key end-users are defined as primary customers. They can be the key drivers for a company’s 
business with the money they pay, while a governmental institution operates with the taxes 
they pay. Admittedly, it is such a challenge to meet the needs of primary customers. Therefore, 
companies - consisting of various departments are final consumers - analyze the needs of their 
primary customers, and develop strategies and ideas to satisfy them. It is the secondary customer 
called a collaborator or partner that any company needs to work closely together to serve their 
primary customers. Collaborative departments or partners are included here. Bosses must also 
be classified as important secondary customers so that they do not miss the organization's needs 
and directions. Then, one may start asking who the tertiary customers could be. They are members 
of the organization working on the same team. In particular, subordinates can be said to be very 
important customers for leaders. If you can define customers from multiple perspectives and 
investigate their needs, you will be able to achieve tremendous speed and accuracy in teamwork or 
communication. Here is a simple story to help you grasp ideas on multiple levels of customers with 
recent experiences.

On one of the rainy days, my spouseand I were too lazy to make and eat food at home. What flew 
into our mind was, needless to say, one of the food delivery apps. Through the app, we placed an 
order at a Japanese pork cutlet with the highest ratings in the neighborhood. Probably because 
we were living higher up on the mountain side, the store asked for extra fees for deliver and 
furthermore, because of the minimum amount to order for deliver, we ended up ordering a lot more 
than the two of us could finish. However, it was hard to go out because it rained, and I wanted to 
try the pork cutlet, so I pressed the order button without hesitation. As soon as I paid, a message 
popped up saying that it would take about 40 minutes to deliver. Although it took longer than 
expected, I waited anyway. However, after an hour, I figured that the delivery agent had not even 
left the store yet. So I called the store owner, and he said it was being delayed because the delivery 
driver was not found, repeating that he would be leaving soon. I grew impatient and called the store 
once again. The answer from the store I called again was simply jaw-dropping. "If you ordered 
through the delivery app, call the app service center. We don't really know."

The response from what I thought a store manager was upsetting to me. So when I asked if it could 
be canceled, the response I received was that it was impossible because the food came out, 
and I also called the delivery app service center, but I only heard the answer to wait a little longer 
because it was a problem to be solved on the spot.

Defining Customers1

Let's classify customers from the perspective of the staff at this restaurant. Who would have been 
the primary customer here? It's us who ordered food delivery. Who would have been be the 
secondary customer? It wasa store owner, kitchen staff, and delivery app company. The tertiary 
customer could have been defined as employees who work in the store. The staff confirmed back 
then that the order was coming in and that the food was packaged and deliverable in twenty 
minutes. However, the food stayed in the store for more than an hour, and the store owner would 
have seen their staff members arguing with the primary customers – which happened to be the 
two of us, as well as the delivery drivers of the app company. I came to wonder back then whether 
it was their first time having this kind of issues related with delay. What could have been done in a 
situation where numerous claim calls are pouring in? If I had to cut it, I would have suggested that I 
resolve the complaints by hiring a few more delivery drivers. Even if the store owner was confused, 
he would have tried to figured out problem-solving measures first. But no one took actions. If the 
customer leaves because they are not satisfied, it is obvious that it would be a loss for the store. 
So, in this case, how could customers have been classified from the perspective of delivery app 
companies? Could the store owners have been their primary customers. The answer is no - it 
should have been the two of us who were supposed to receive services. Only when delivered to 
us on time can the delivery service providers continue to receive fees from the store. After all, the 
delivery app company and the store are in a secondary customer relationship. If the store loses its 
customers, the delivery service provider would not be able to keep their business afloat. 

The circumstance the two of us faced the other day was clearly frustrating. And similar 
circumstances can be repeated and found in the business context as well. It doesn't matter 
where the department or team you belong to, but it's important to know who you serve and work 
closely with. If any one of the store owners, managers or service providers tried to view from 
their customers’ perspectives, they would have solved the problem. If any one of the supervisors 
stepped in to take a closer look at where problems come from or why their customers or staff 
members keep facing similar issues, it would have taken only an instant to resolve them. What 
is found from outperformers in common is that they know what their customers want. Without a 
customer-oriented mind, it is not easy to figure out what should be prioritized and what should be 
solved first. Define who your customers are. Knowing who the customer is would make a big step 
forward for you.
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Analyzing Customers’ Needs 2

Qualified planners start from customer surveys. Some people may feel, "I'm not a planner, so I don't 
have to," but it's actually not a good idea. We all have to be planners. Sales department should plan 
for their sales activities and goals, while designers should set up plans for their design projects. 
Ultimately, if you know how to plan, you’re likely to transform yourself into an irreplaceably talent at 
work. We all want to take the initiative in working. And planning will be the key in taking initiatives 
and drive at work, with planning being the core. Once customers are to be classified as mentioned 
earlier, you need to analyze their needs to find the most important factors and start planning. 

To suggest the simplest and easiest way to analyze customer needs, it is a desk research that 
checks customer satisfaction points and climax points. Recently, it is easy to find customer reviews 
online at any time. Before designing a task or planning a product or service, you may take a look 
at customers’ feedback to similar tasks or projects. You can achieve accuracy and speed even 
if you start working after checking that the satisfaction level and complaints points are high. In 
addition, if you decide to keep up with the way you have been, you may need to look back upon 
your past achievements and performance. As you set the order of work, priorities, and goals based 
on customer survey data, you will discover a completely different dimension and present clear 
questions and ideas. Let's keep in mind that presence or absence of perspective and information is 
more important than honing skills. 

Most of these basic data surveys can only obtain information from the final consumer, who often 
coincides to be the primary customers. Then, how should we conduct customer surveys of bosses, 
neighboring departments, and partners? It is best to list all stakeholders, prioritize them, meet them 
in person, show the needs of the primary customers, and talk together. Then, teamwork is built 
organically in the process of conducting the second customer survey. The customer's point of view 
may be nothing spectacular, but asking the other person first. It is the objective point of view to ask 
and reflect the person who may be affected before deciding the priority or method of work. If the 
secondary customer happens to be your business partner, it is necessary to discuss how to satisfy 
the primary customer together, because you are likely to work as a team to achieve goals that suit 
our purpose. When recognizing each other as a customer and learning more about pressing issues, 
the best teamwork is created. In short, it takes learning about issues of your business partner, 
colleagues or teams and how these partners expect you to solve problems to communicate well, 
build partnership, and thus, achieve ultimate goal at workplaces. 

As mentioned earlier, what we want to get through the process of “work” is customer satisfaction. 
Some may think that such aspiration and pursuit could steer you into “slavery” at work. However, 
the definition of "slavery" dictionary is a being without self-identity, self-assertion, and freedom. 
In short, being in slavery places you in the state of not being yourself and on your own. What is 
needed, especially these days at work, is self-identity. You would have to keep asking yourself 
who you are and what you spend your time and efforts for. Self-identity is knowing the reason for 
one's existence. It may sound grand, but the reason for existence is a concept that is the basis of 
discrimination.

I run YouTube channels called "Brother Lee, The Mater of Interview" and "Brother Lee, The 
Retiree.” The reason why I run these two channels is to share my ideas and tips on management 
and leadership to viewers who have just joined the workforce. It interprets the perspective of the 
interviewer for those preparing for job finding and the perspective of leadership for professionals. 
Numerous comments are posted a day, including "Why would an interviewer ask this question?" and 
"Should I work for a company like this?" And running into these comments or questions, I would ask 
myself how I should respond to those who barely have ideas on what they want and who they are. 
If I didn’t know who I was, I would have simply been immersed in YouTube contents and been after 
popularity and public attention. However, my identity helps them create a wonderful career by filling 
this gap in perception. With this perception, how many YouTubers run YouTube channels? This 
kind of question has set me apart from others on YouTube. This differentiation can be summarized 
through deep consideration of one's perception and strengths. If the contents I created do not help 
with job finding and career growth, it can be interpreted that I have not accomplished my mission 
as a content creator on YouTube. If so, it would be better not to continue this work, but to find 
another job quickly. 

In fact, anyone can perform well at work. It would be possible with simple change of perspective 
and training, regardless of circumstance. Hopefully these three tips can be useful at your 
workplaces. 

Building Self Identity 3
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If you search University Tomorrow online, you will learn that it is the media 
company that create a variety of contents, mirroring millennials and Generation 
Z, and it is ranked one of the top ten companies where employees are happy 
with their working conditions and work. These may well explain why “happiness” 
is one of the keywords that are often found from search results. In reality, 
however, most of us are aware that the word, happiness is an unlikely adjective 
to be paired with workplaces. In this regard, one may be curious about 
how University Tomorrow defines the word, as demand is growing for new 
corporate and organizational culture. Here are three interviewees who made 
sound and sustainable organizational culture from grass roots possible. From 
the interview, you may find some insights on what it takes to be happy at work.  In
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University Tomorrow Talent Growth Team

Building up Tomorrow Together,
Building up Foundation for the Next 
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INTERVIEW

University Tomorrow

Team Leader Lee Yungyeong

Manager Bang Jiyoon

Intern Kim Hyeonjin

“Back-office teams are often regarded as those who offer support and help for other 
members of an organization to grow. And to make it possible, the members of these 
teams should be able to grow first. Because you should start with your own personal 
and professional growth to help everybody else around you, and then finally, an 
organization to achieve and grow.”

I could sense the energy and vibe from the team. Please 
introduce yourselves and tell us what you do.
Bang Jiyoon This is such a great team. The leader is such a 
multi-talented person that I learn a lot from her. I’m new to the 
team, but I’m playing my part in my team. 
Kim Hyeonjin I’m an intern, and I’ve got a lot more to learn.

Lee Yungyeong I’m learning everyday as well. These two 
members are proactive in what they do. The Talent Growth Team 
designs and runs a variety of contents and programs to link 
personal growth with performance of the organization.

What made you intrigued to work in the field? 
Lee Yungyeong I worked remotely from outside of Korea and 
came to Korea once or twice every year. Then I came to ask 
myself what I should do when I come to the office. Then I started 
a study group that no one asked for. I pushed the members to 
submit assignments by three o’clock in the morning, for instance. 
I can recall that I never left the members along (laugh). Then by 
the time I was about to come back to Korea, the CEO asked me 
what I want to do. The CEO and I agree that we should help the 
members of the organization grow. This has brought me to the 
team. 
Bang Jiyoon I had an experience working as an intern for an 
HR team in other company, and felt back then that I could make 
further growth if worked in the field. I liked the fact that I could be 
helpful for someone, and I was confident that I could do it well.
Kim Hyeonjin The job posting was friendly and detailed. What 
caught my eyes, in particular, was a line from the CEO that read, 
“We look to build an organization that it’s nothing awkward to 
learn from an intern.” I recall that I was mesmerized by that 
single line of sentence. And I felt that I could try anything.

I could relate University Tomorrow with images of young and 
energetic university students on the cover. The company has 
expanded to other areas, including marketing solution, media 
advertisement, and research. 
Lee Yungyeong University Tomorrow has celebrated its 
twentieth anniversary three years ago. The company decided 
to take a break from publishing magazines, but we still believe 

that the magazine is part of the DNA. We are touching on other 
businesses, but we are still creating contents that younger-
aged groups can relate themselves and are able to offer solution 
with our marketing capabilities to help businesses or brands 
solve their problems. In addition, University Tomorrow has 
expanded its scope, starting media outlets including Careet or a 
research institute with focus on the millennials and Generation Z, 
University Tomorrow Research Laboratories for Twenties. 

The company has been chosen one of the top ten companies 
where employee are happy to work for. Please tell us more 
about the news.
Bang Jiyoon The company has a solid definition on emotional 
stability for employees. Because anyone can feel comfortable 
to reach out for help within the organization. You can be 
comfortable to open up your weakness. I feel that I can be 
respected for being myself.
Lee Yungyeong I guess I should be careful when I talk about 
this. I mentioned that I like the company other day, and a few 
of my friends advised me that my view could sound like it’s 
representing the entire organization and its members. 

If you’re taking a third person’s perspective, what could you 
tell? 
Lee Yungyeong An app service in Korea called “Blind” 
conducted a survey before and out of all the one thousand one 
hundred ninety-three companies, University Tomorrow ranked 
the top in the question, “I could comfortably open up myself 
in front of the team” and ranked number of in the question, “I 
could reach out for help and protection when anything unjust 
happens.” I felt that these were powerful messages. Because 
these hint that you will be respected and protected, even 
when you share you candid ideas or report on disturbing or 
uncomfortable issues. This is welcoming for us, because we 
understand that the younger aged generations – the millennials 
and Generation Z – don’t turn blind eyes to these. Hyeonjin, what 
do you think? You’re one of the younger-aged generations.

Kim Hyeonjin I trust that even if I have any issues that are unjust 
or disturbing, colleagues could stand up and raise voice for me. From the left, Lee Yungyeong, Bang Jiyoon, Kim Hyeonjin
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Emotional stability at work could be different from personal 
happiness. Could you recall any challenging moment at work?
Bang Jiyoon I kept asking myself for a while what I could do in 
an organization with sound culture. And because my experience 
in marketing was limited, I didn’t know much about it. Jargons 
were unfamiliar to me that I asked the leader a lot of questions 
for a while. 
Lee Yungyeong When I was working remotely in overseas, I 
saw many envying me. I admit that it looks nice raising children 
at home with a picturesque ocean view. But I wasn’t feeling 
happy, even though I found a dream job and was living in stable 
environment. My policy is “not coveting someone else’s efforts 
and achievements,” but I felt uncomfortable back then that what 
I was doing was the exact opposite of my policy, while feeling 
that I wasn’t performing well. So much so that I once insisted that 
I would receive half of my salary. But the management trusted 
me. That turned out to be the motivation for me to do better. 

University Tomorrow has shared its ideas surrounding how 
the people work on its webpage. From the copy that reads, 
“Everybody is the owner of the company,” I could see how 
the corporate culture is like. What could be core scheme or 
system of the company you could tell us? 
Lee Yungyeong The company’s having an election of M
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representative director these days. The election takes place 
every three years, and this scheme is being symbolic for the 
company. Because only few companies seem to carry out 
relevant actions to make employees feel for real that they are 
the key customers, as well as owners of a company. In this 
sense, University Tomorrow refer employees with the expression, 
“community members.” 
Kim Hyeonjin “Agora” is what is making me feel attached to the 
company. This is an online channel that encourages members of 
the community to share their thoughts and ideas, as well as ask 
questions. I feel that I could express my myself openly. 
Bang Jiyoon I would like to talk about “Company-wide 
Participation Scheme” - a scheme that encourage all members 
to share their strengths, bringing down silos. Each person 
can take different roles by having different badges, such as 
farmer, monk, team leader, bean pole, and sparrow. Most of the 
community members have at least one of the badges. 

You may want to have all the five badges. 
Bang Jiyoon Four of the community members have collected all 
five badges, and Yungyeong was one of them. 
Lee Yungyeong Sometimes it could be discouraging to work as 
a team. Because you may find yourself less encouraged to help 
out other teams. But if you take a closer look, you can still find a 
few who are willing to help. I guess these should deserve a big 

round of applause, and that is what our team is for. This is one of 
the motivations behind designing a set of badges. Since this is 
visible, I could see that the community members are motivated. 

The programs and schemes are fascinating to get to know 
about. But you may still have more to talk about. 
Lee Yungyeong I can tell you about a program that employees 
can spare their lunch time for group studies. This is one of the 
key activities of the team. We started the program last year and 
have more than one hundred groups. 
Bang Jiyoon One hundred sixteen, to be exact. 
Lee Yungyeong You can see how she’s good at numbers. But 
I’m not really good at numbers. When I started working, training 
programs and workshops were the only available options, but 
it occurred to me one day that they were less than efficient. We 
had hired experts and professionals, but all of them knew about 
the organization, and most of all, it was a challenge to continue. 
The experience made me come up with an idea of inviting 
members become leaders of study group to help out and teach 
one another. And as previously mentioned, I had an experience 
in leading a study group until late at night (laugh). But I chose 
to encourage members to spare their lunch time, rather than 
feeling pressured to spend their after-work hours. That’s how 
the program started.

Do you have anything in mind to experiment with in the future?
Lee Yungyeong The team had a workshop the other day, and 
all of us sat down and talked about work. Because we had so 
many ideas in mind. The company’s motto is to help everybody 
be himself or herself to push ahead with unique ideas and see 
tangible outcomes. I feel that each member should be aware 
of strengths and furthermore, everybody else should. This has 
nudged us into starting a program, “Strength X Team Building.” 
The program is designed to help all members to learn about 
both strengths and weakness. 

Please tell us more about the strengths of People.
Lee Yungyeong The chat room of the team has the name, 
“Impatient 164cm Fairies.” Being impatient can be seen as 
a weakness, but to me this is one of the unfulfilled potentials, 
Because this can tell that you’ve got the drive to push ahead 
with your idea. I believe that you talk about strengths first and 
then tell what to do to overcome weaknesses. 

University Tomorrow pays attention to the younger-aged 
generation, - the millennials and Generation Z – that it has once 
stressed that “without the twenties, there is no tomorrow.” 
What do you think you need to work with the younger-aged 
talents? 
Lee Yungyeong I view that everyone in my team is my colleague 
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that I work with. So, I’ve never thought about how much work 
should be assigned for intern, and how well I should be treated 
by the team members. But I need to be honest that I was 
cautious about having lunch with team members. Because I 
thought they could feel uncomfortable having lunch with their 
boss. 
Kim Hyeonjin Two of us kept asking her to have lunch together 
(laugh). 
Lee Yungyeong I’d like to thank them for asking. These days, I 
share my schedule every morning. 
Bang Jiyoon All members get tests to get ourselves updated 
on recent trends every year. This is embarrassing to say, but 
Yungyeong has scored higher than me.

Lee Yungyeong We are all from different backgrounds but share 
the same vision and pursuit. Because once you start growing 
skeptical about whether you’re in the team to do what your 
boss tells you to do, the team starts malfunctioning. I see that all 
members are feeling comfortable to talk about anything in mind. 

What outcomes should we anticipate from an organization 
with sound culture? 
Bang Jiyoon As well as pessimism, optimism in an organization 
can spread fast. Sharing outstanding cases, optimism can 

spread across individual teams, and then an organization. 
Kim Hyeonjin I can recall what one of the interns mentioned. 
The intern told us that it was welcoming to be treated the same 
of the rest of the members – in terms of company perks and 
roles and responsibilities – even though the internship is a type 
of employment with the date of contract termination set. It is the 
sound organizational culture that retains talents. 
Lee Yungyeong I found an interesting result from one of the 
survey on satisfaction level of workers. The data revealed 
that you were more likely to be satisfied with your when it is 
contributing to the society, rather than when it fits you or pays 
you better. I believe that contribution to growth and efficiency of 
colleagues are part of social contribution as well. 

What could be the ultimate goal and aspiration of Talent 
Growth Team? 
Lee Yungyeong The team is here to help everybody grow, but 
most of all, I wish all the members of my team could growh. 
Back-office teams are often regarded as those who offer support 
and help for other members of an organization to grow. And to 
make it possible, the members of these teams should be able 
to grow first. Because you should start with your own personal 
and professional growth to help everybody else around you, and 
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then finally, an organization to achieve and grow. 
Bang Jiyoon Throughout your career, you may run into 
numerous skepticism and questions on your career goal and 
paths. I wish the team could be here to help and share ideas 
and visions. And externally, I’d like to experiment with branding 
of the organizational culture or schemes 
Kim Hyeonjin When you run into challenges related with 
personal and professional growth, we’d like to be there for help. 
We’d like to be one of the go-to teams to reach out for help. 
Personally, I’d like to be a person of sensibility and warmth by 
sharing opportunities with everybody else. 

What is your definition on “ideal communication?”
Lee Yungyeong It is about accepting someone as he or she 
is, even though it is difficult for you to understand, because 
of different backgrounds and beliefs. That makes ideal 
communication possible. I working on a book these days, 
and made research on what leaders with positive influence in 
common. They can be divided into two groups – one is a group 
of leaders who performs well with efficiency, while the other is a 
group of leaders who can relate themselves with their teams. If I 
have a choice, I would choose a leader from the latter, because 
I view that ability to relate yourself makes up a core part of 
communication skills. 
Bang Jiyoon I ask myself what I would feel if I heard comments 
that I’m about to utter out. By doing so, I could look back upon 
where I have made mistakes, or where I could find rooms for 
improvement.  
Kim Hyeonjin To me, it is a challenge to think positively. I try to 
take a deep breath and then tell myself, “it could happen.” 

To you, what is Seoul?
Lee Yungyeong I spent years in New Zealand that I could 
see the vast difference between Seoul and places outside the 
city. Seoul is a place where I could experiment with anything. 
I can find colleagues to share my strengths and ideas, jobs, 
infrastructure for learning, and family to support me here in 
Seoul. 
Kim Hyeonjin The city keeps giving energy to me. When I meet 
friends or tour around restaurants, I can find places here in the 
city. In short, I can let out my energy and find fresh energy in 
turn.  
Bang Jiyoon If you pay close attention, you can find places 
to relax and recharge yourself. This is one of the fast-paced 
cities, but I can still find places where I can get refreshed and 
recharged. Oh, by the way, I like the walking trail in the forest 
that is right in front of the office.
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To Enhance Efficiency 

Places for Interaction and Inspiration 

The outbreak of COVID-19 accelerated the spread of contact-free lifestyle and thus, made 
it become an essential part of life. Responding to the recent trend, businesses began to 
build up systems for remote working. Some of the ideas for remote working include co-
working spaces that anyone can access from any time in any locations, smart offices in 
different locations to resolve issues related with commuting in rush hours and crowdedness 
in the office, and workcation – a hybrid between work and vacation. Here are four places 
that help you get focused and stay productive, and further, find valuable inspirations. 
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The other day, a close friend of mine working for a tech company 
left a strange comment – “I don’t like commuting to work, but I 
feel that it’s better to go to the office.” The friend added that he 
and his spouse are working from home, but with lines blurred 
between home and workplace, he was not feeling comfortable 
being at home these days. He could work from the comfort of 
his home, but instead, has higher risk of burn out as work seems 
to be never-ending, and most of all, it was much harder than 
expected to get focused at home. For this close friend of mine, 
“Jibmusil” was on top of my list of recommendation.

Opening to the members twenty four hours a day, seven days 
a week, Jibmusil aspires to offer access to work spaces in the 
vicinity of the members. With the first branch opening the door 
in Jeong-dong, Jibmusil has already expanded to six different 
locations in Seoul. Quite unlike other co-working spaces with 
rooms accommodating six people or ten people, Jibmusil serves 
members with spaces for single persons, while offering smaller-
sized meeting rooms that can accommodate up to four persons. 
The seats for single person can be divided inth three types – 
Nest is an open type seat by window sides where you can work 
surrounded by window view like cafés, Cave is a closed type 
seat that keep off noise and outside districtions, and Hive is a 
hybrid between the former two types. Members can choose 
seating types to their needs and work style. 

Most of all, each brand welcomes productive professionals 
with different atmosphere. While Mokdong branch is filled with 
energetic atmosphere in its bright space with high ceilings, 
Wangsimni branch is an reinterpretation of an cargo handling 
area into a loft-like space. The co-working space is being 
received well by larger-sized corporations that it is aiming to 
open in as many as one hundred locations by next year. 

Office spaces are where professional workers spend the longest 
hours of their day for work. And slight changes at workplaces 
could nudge into life-changing outcomes. With disruptions 
taking place in working environment in the midst of the 
pandemic, Jibmusil deserves much attention as it clearly shows 
how workplaces can look like in the post-pandemic era. 

Co-Working Space Nestled In Residential Areas 

Jibmusil 

©Jibmusil

A. Gosanja-ro 14 gil 26, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
H. instagram.com/jibmusil
O. Everyday 00:00 – 24:00
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A. 3F Yeonho Building, Seosomun-ro 135, Seoul  
H. seoulmade.com
O. Mon – Fri 09:00 – 21:00

Co-working spaces and share offices have been gathering 
massive popularity and opening doors in different parts of 
Seoul for the recent years. Co-working spaces can open the 
floor for bringing talents from different backgrounds together 
to share ideas, work together, and create synergy that they 
are attracting businesses with a diversity of needs for flexibility 
in use of office spaces and efficiency. One of them is SEOUL 
MADE Stage with Shinhan that has been designed by SBA and 
Shinhan Bank to identify and support promising businesses. 
Since the space is made to welcome start-ups and small and 
medium-sized businesses that look for working spaces in the 
downtown area, it is optimized in design to ensure efficiency 
for smaller-sized businesses. In particular, to prevent the 
contagious COVID-19 virous, SEOUL MADE Stage with 
Shinhan serves customers with private rooms, Smart Zone and 
imposes strict social distancing rules that anyone can access 
to all the facilities with safety. Any of SEOUL MADE Brand 
businesses, companies supported by SBA, small and medium-

sized businesses based in Seoul, and aspiring business 
leaders residing in Seoul are eligible for application. In paralle, 
SEOUL MADE Stage with Shinhan runs numerous programs 
to assist businesses with branding and growing business. The 
programs are being received well for encouraging participants 
into finding practical measures to apply for their business 
activities by actively sharing ideas, as well as inviting relevant 
professionals from related fields for insights. In the place where 
Seoul-based promising businesses are flocking to, dreaming 
of bright future, one should look forward to seeing star brands 
that shine through the global stage in a foreseeable future.

The Driving Force for the Future 

SEOUL MADE Stage With Shinhan 

©SEOUL MADE Stage With Shinhan 

A. # 401 Hyeongjin Building, Deoksugung-gil 9, Jung-gu, Seoul
H. instagram.com/my.secret.den
O. Everyday 09:00 – 22:00

You may admit that every once in a while, you need to spend 
time all by yourself. But even if you managed to find a moment 
to do so, you could feel that it would be a waste just to idle away 
and roll around on your bed. You have been pushed around by 
workload and colleagues that when you finally get away from 
work, you could find yourself clueless and helpless as to what 
to do. If you start asking yourself what to do for your “me-time,” 
then My Secret Den by the stonewall path of Deoksugung Palace 
could be one of your satisfying choices. Just as the name tells, 
the place will readily welcomes you to be all by yourself.

The place welcomes guests by reservation during the day 
to read books and get indulged in picturesque view of the 
stonewall path of Deoksugung Palance during the day, while it 
transforms into a wine bar with library. The inspiration for design 
idea comes from the design idea of Korean housing, chagyeong 
(차경), meaning actively borrowing views from the outside. To 
highlight the window view, dark color palettes have been actively 
used to bring down brightness level, with red and green colors 
that are often found from Korean wooden housing, dancheong, 
to accentuate. 

You can spend quality time reading one of fifty books that are 
carefully chosen and curated by the owner, and listening to 
music. Since My Secret Den has no kitchen, you may bring your 
own food or order from outside to have managers plated for you. 
The place could be just right to get immersed in the vibe of the 
neighborhood after appreciating beautiful works of art in MMCA 
in Deoksugung Palace and Seoul Museum of Art. Undeniably, 
My Secret Den will be a hideout for those who seek to retrieve 
peace of mind.

A Hideout To Be All My Yourself 

My Secret Den  

©My Secret Den
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A. 1F MARU 180, Yeoksam-ro 180, Gangnam-gu, Seoul  
H instagram.com/fyi_lounge
O. Mon - Fri 09:00 – 19:00, Weekends 11:00 – 18:00  

“fyi” is a place that has everything – the ideas and vibes - 
to meet demands for New Normal. After a variety of cultural 
spaces, including Yeonnam Bangagan, Yeongnamjang, and 
Cabinet Club, Urban Play has recently opened “a lounge for 
professional talents,” in one of the busiest business districts 
in Gangnam, Seoul. Just as the name tells, an abbreviation of 
“for your information,” the place is packed with contents and 
inspirations across café, library, salon, and showroom. 

The showroom features different themes and topics by season 
and highlights the main concept throughout the season, and 
invites a variety of brands and influencers to run exhibitions that 
are relevant for professionals and business leaders. The salon, 
on the other hand, serves customers with coffee and desserts, 
and can transform into a place to host events themed around 
the concept and topic of the seasons. Indeed, this is a place of 
versatility where you can share ideas and insights from peers 
and experienced professionals from other industries to find 
insights. 

In parallel, this multi-functinoal space is currently hosting “Vol.4 
Worker” to share handwritten letters from professionals from 
different industries. Entering into the fourth season, “fyi” invited 
eight professionals from their respective industries to write letters 
to share tips, offer useful advise, and send messages of support 
for those who feel lost in their pursuit of professional career. This 
has been designed from the sincere wish that messages from 
those “who have been there and done that” to visitors and be 
inspirational. Perhaps the most brilliant charm of “fyi” is its efforts 
to materialize the idea of intangible contents to fill warmth to work 
spaces. 

A Lounge To Instill Creativity For Professional Talents 

fyi 

©ordinary_pit

©ordinary_pit
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How Millennials and 
Generation Z Work 

The Keywords that Younger Generations 
are Expecting from an Organization 

The Millennials and Generation Z are often being misperceived that they prioritize life over 
work, and lack in persistence and passion. Yet taking a closer look at each of them, it only 
takes an instant to understand that they are keen to perform well at work, growth with their 
employers, and make positive impacts as responsible members of society. Deep inside, these 
young and promising professionals are more serious about work than anyone can imagine. 

KEYWORD
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When the millennials and Generation Z seek 
jobs, one of the key criteria that they pay 
close attention to is whether the potential 
employers ensures autonomy for employees 
in their organizations. These younger-aged 
talents prefer casual outfit for work, and seek 
as much autonomy as possible throughout 
their work hours. Their preference may well 
explain why they welcome flexible work hours 
and hot desking. These can be helpful for 
these younger-aged talents to get themselves 
focused on their work, getting rid of all 
distractions from commuting and office politics.  

Remote working is another keyword that best describes the way 
the millennials and Generation Z work. Since the outbreak of 
COVID-19, these young and promising professionals started 
their career working from home that they feel more comfortable 
working remotely than spending their work hours in their physical 
office spaces And most of all, they prefer to work from home 
because they can save cost and time of commuting to work. Yet 
some who observe that their organizational culture is distant from 
autonomous choose to work in physical office spaces.  

#REMOTE_WORKING 

#AUTONOMY

While the millennials and Generation Z are often perceived to 
dislike intervention from their supervisors, these younger-aged 
generations, in fact, are actively seeking feedback. These young 
and talented workforce does not take feedback as unnecessary 
intervention – rather, they believe that feedback could help them 
hone their professional skills. In this regard, they constantly seek 
feedback from those who oversee what they do at work. 

#FEEDBACK 
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The larger number of the Millennials and Generation Z are 
inclined to be themselves at work. In this sense, these younger-
aged talents seek self realization, as well as professional growth 
from work. And to make it possible, they look for companies that 
they deem they could be the best fit in both values and ethos, 
and prefer job positions that suit their interest and aptitude. Side 
hustling is trending among office workers in Korea these days, 
mirroring the Millennial and Generation Z aspiring to balance 
between personal and professional growth.   

Many of professionals aspire to be “on the ball” at work. They 
seek to perform well at work to be diligent and fulfilling in 
their lives. As work is making a significant part in their lives, 
they believe that performance at work will be helpful both 
professionally, as well as personally. The exponential growth of 
online classes and platforms targeting professionals are deftly 
illustrating the recent trend.

The Millennials and Generation Z look for working environment 
where they can be motivated and proactive at work, rather than 
being passive and reactive. For motivations, responsibilities 
and right, as well as adequate rewards and work hours, are 
often the keys. The young and aspiring talents believe that they 
could unleash their talents and achieve growth by taking up on 
challenges, as well as completing simple tasks. 

#SELF_REALIZATION 

#Outperformer

#Motivation

This refers to the recent trend among younger-aged generations 
in acquiring  professional skills from online and virtual contents. 
These days, growing number of companies havd turned to 
recruitment schemes on rolling basis. Moreover, significant 
number of companies have chosen remote working that these 
young and promising professionals have less opportunities 
to acquire skills from hands-on experience or in-person 
communication. Consequently, it has become more challenging 
to ask questions or seek advice. To overcome challenges from 
such circumstances, the Millennials and Generation Z have turned 
to virtual mentorship services. 

#Virtual_Mentorship 
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As well as quality, accessibility – both 
in terms of schemes and atmosphere 
within the organizations - are highly 
valued when it comes to company 
perks. The younger generations of 
professionals stress that with little 
accessibi l i ty to company perks 
due to verticality and rigidness of 
organizational culture, it would be no 
worse than having nothing. These 
younger-aged professionals often 
prefer schemes that encourage skills 
improvement and perks and programs 
that encourage active use of perks.

The Millennials and Generation Z turn to companies that assess 
performance by reasonable criteria and offer sufficient reward 
by relevant system. Because every employee plays part in 
business performance of a company, the employer, in turn, 
should offer reward for the business growth. In this regard, young 
professionals have increasingly begun to raise flags at any 
opaqueness or ambiguity in assessment or rewarding methods. 

#PERKS

#REWARDS

The Millennials and Generations Z dive into their work not 
simply for the sake of livelihood. Rather, they passionately delve 
into their tasks at work to fulfill their potential and feel sense of 
achievement and fulfillment. This may well explain why they look 
to learn more, improve, and growh further. Further, they prefer 
leaders who can offer feedback and insight for their work, and 
weigh on potential of growth of their employers. For these young 
and passionate talents, growth potential means more possibilities 
for self growth. 

#SELF_GROWTH

With 52 hours of work hours a week being mandated by law in 
Korea throughout recent years, larger number of professionals 
have secured grounds for work and life balance. Even though 
work and life balance may not sound as intriguing as before, it is 
agreeably still essential for the young and skillful workforce. For 
the Millennials and Generation Z who weigh more on personal 
growth than their previous generations, after-work hours are 
quintessential to prepare for their future. 

#WORK_LIFE_BALANCE
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Scores of leading businesses turn to view recruitment as part of marketing activities and sought proactive 
measures to attract qualified talents, as well as to promote themselves. In other words, these businesses see 
that they need to push their boundaries from conventional procedure of hiring revolving around job posting, 
application, and interview management and thus, find talents they are looking for. The companies thriving in 
the fierce competition today need to be able to find passive candidates who do not submit applications and 
resumes and further, attract talents with their unique magnetism. Here are a few pieces of stories to find out 
why we should all seek transformation in attracting talents and what measures leading companies are taking.  

Transformation of Culture 
Surrounding Recruitment  

Exploring The Companies 
That Keep Attracting Talents 
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Talent Shortages In The Midst of Job Crisis 
It has been part of conventional wisdom for many years that when the economy is good, companies 
face challenges in finding talents, whereas when the economy is on its downturn, job seekers run into 
difficulties in job finding. From the past few years, however, the market sees talents shortages and 
job crisis looming over simultaneously that conventional wisdom among economist isno longer viable. 
While some keep receiving phone calls and emails with job offer from headhunters, some others run 
into the harsh reality of finding few opportunities for interview after submitting dozens of resumes. What 
can be viewed as talent shortages in the midst of job crisis may come from two different imbalances. 
First, the imbalance between larger-sized corporations and small and medium sized businesses. While 
the former with attractive working and payment conditions and benefits face challenges in selecting 
the best fit talents out of crowds of candidates, the latter scarcely sees job seekers even if they open 
decent job positions. The other to note is imbalance among different job positions. The job positions with 
limited supply of human resource, including IT, AI, and engineering, are strained by chronicle shortages 
of talents. Remarkably, major game design and IT companies in Korea rushed to push up salaries for 
developers last year to secure much-needed human resource. In a stark contrast, job positions that 
require low skill levels or those that have seen demand shrink due to the outbreak of COVID-19 are 
being the epicenter of job crisis with gravity. Younger-aged workforce, in particular, are impacted by 
job crisis due to low skill levels. As of October 2021, extended unemployment rate of youth in Korea 
struck 20.3%, which is down by 6.9% from 27.2% in January of the year when the entire nation and its 
economy was struck by the outbreak of the contagious disease. The uptick came from the recovery of 
economic activities that has been buttressed by the nationwide efforts in vaccination and quarantine 
throughout the year. 

Recruitment Becoming Part Of Marketing Strategy 
Larger-sized corporations based in Korea used to tour around prestigious universities in the country 
to open recruitment seminars during open recruitment seasons every year. Despite labor and cost 
intensiveness, the companies chose to host events to promote themselves as well as their business 
activities. With the spread of infectious COVId-19, however, the trend has shifted, and the vast majority 
of job seekers prefer contact-free communication methods that these companies are turning to virtual 
technology, including live streaming and metaverse, to be relevant to the recent trend. Yet despite 
changes in formats and communication channels, what are still essential for these recruiters is to share 
necessary information on hiring and promote themselves. In this regard, whereas recruitment was 
related with roles and responsibilities of HR managers in the past, the process now need to be in line 
with publicity and marketing to a certain extent. 

“Companies looking for professional talents should offer 
promising outlook for career path and work life and turn to 
a variety of communication channels to attract potential 
candidates.”
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awareness for a company, building the first impression, collecting information for decision making, 
and application and finalization procedures before joining the company. The steps are similar to that of 
purchase decision making within the context of marketing. For job seekers, job positions are similar to 
products, and employers, in turn, should be proactive in promoting themselves why experience working 
for them would be attractive. By simply announcing job opening to respond to requests for hiring, 
collecting resumes and then scheduling for interviews, companies would be less likely to attract skillful 
talents. One of the mid-sized companies had difficulties in finding talents, despite business growth and 
improvement in brand recognition level that the company chose to make an overhaul in recruitment 
process after identifying key reasons. And as a result, the company saw number of applicants swell 
by more than four times. What it took for the medium-sized company to attract qualified talents were 
as simple as renaming job positions, rephrasing company introduction with future-looking words, 
and revising description of roles and responsibility of each job position and conditions of recruitment 
with easy-to-understand key words. Agreeably, quantity does not always ensure quality, but in most 
circumstances, with larger number of applicants, employers are more likely to find talents with better 
fits. In practice, these employers benefit from the larger pool of applicants in many respects – they can 
be more selective from larger pools of applicants, they would be placed in better position for salary 
negotiation and most of all, they are more likely to retain human resource in a longer term. 

Diversified Channels Of Recruitment 
Regardless of size and reputation, most companies are likely to face challenges in attracting qualified 
talents by simply waiting for applicants after posting on their websites or job recruitment sites. The 
qualified talents they are looking for are likely to be too busy at work that they cannot afford to browse 
around webpages to find job postings. Instead of waiting for applicants, it is now time for companies to 
step up and find talents for themselves. In short, the companies should spare time to tour around where 
prospective applicants are likely to be found and promote themselves. According to the survey released 
by SHRM (Society for Human Resource Management) in 2016, 84% of companies responded that they 
actively use social media to hire skilled talents. 

Job seekers visit recruitment sites to find job postings. And to attract visitors, additional information 
service including review and salary are useful, but these are not the sole elements that make visitors 
spend time in the websites. Social media, on the other hand, are different from these websites in 
nature that anyone can open and check out any time. They are packed with a variety of fascinating 
contents, opens grounds for anyone to share moments of their lives and networking, and most of all, 
many are using to build up their identity on virtual spaces. To this extent, companies can make most of 
social media for a variety of purposes, such as delivering contents related with recruitment, supporting 
communities of prospective applicants, and networking with potential candidates, as well as posting 
job openings. As every person prefer different social media by preference, companies may want to be 
meticulous in choosing social media that their target audience is likely to use before attracting potential 
candidates so that they can see high return of investment. LinkedIn, for instance, is one of the popular 
social media platform among recruiters, with all members having profiles pivoting around professional 
experience that it is relatively convenient and easy for recruiting companies to find candidates. 
Facebook, on the other hand, boasts the largest membership that recruiters have access to a variety 
of candidates. YouTube is a popular media among younger-aged groups that it is useful for spreading 
immersive contents to deliver brand messages and key values. And Instagram can be optimal for 
targeting candidates from certain age groups, since approximately 90% of the members are below 
thirty five years old. 
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Why Recruiters Should Be More Proactive In Hiring   
Passive candidates refer to those who are already satisfied with their work that they are not actively 
seeking new job positions. However, one should not make a hasty conclusion that they are not 
interested, because upon learning about new and attractive opportunities, they could be ready to make 
their move any time. One of the surveys by LinkedIn in 2014 disclosed that 45% of respondents replied 
that they are not actively seeking new opportunities, but if they received offers from recruiters, they were 
more than ready to communicate with them. Conventionally, different teams would ask HR managers to 
fill vacant position before job openings, and then find the most adequate talents from multiple screening 
process. The process has been convenient yet faced limits that unless candidates learned about 
job openings from adequate channels, companies had few choices but to wait for talents to apply. 
Apparently, with limited pool of candidates, it is less likely for companies to hire qualified talents no 
matter how streamlined their recruitment and screening system is. 

Moreover, with companies competing against one another for limited pool of human resource, 
proactiveness shall be the key to secure high quality human resource. To this extent, HR managers are 
increasingly choosing to step out of their office spaces to find adequate talents. They nudge passive 
candidates into applying, by offering them with opportunities. For instance, it is an open secret in Silicon 
Valley that the vast majority of qualified engineers are contacted by recruiters from Google. And scores 
of other rivals in the industry are following suit. Undeniably, fierce competition among recruiters to attract 
passive candidates has led to the trend shift in recruitment today. 

Three Core Elements For Recruiters  
When Google hired as many as six thousand talents throughout 2014, the tech giant attracted three 
million applicants. In short, 99.8% of the applicants did not make it to the final round. For those 
wondering about the secret behind attracting massive number of applicants, the clue can be found 
from brand power of Google as a recruiter – skillful talents were intrigued by the reputation of the tech 
company that offer opportunities in participating in quality projects, working with global talents, and 
building network and knowledge that would lead to prospects for starting new business or future career 
development. The recruiters with brand powers are often highly regarded for their mission statement, 
management, and organizational culture, and numerous research results have already proven that they 
offer working environments where talents get immersed in their work.  

For the past decades, companies have been continuing their efforts in reinforcing their brand power 
as recruiters. Such brand power as recruiters revolves around illustrating benefits from working for 
the companies and were often regarded as less than essential in the past. However, it has become 
quintessential to set companies apart from their rivals in the industries. A survey by LinkedIn revealed 
that 75% of job seekers choose to spare their time researching prospective employees and job 
positions. Moreover, 69% of respondents commented that they would turn down offer from recruiters 
with substandard reputation, regardless of whether they were unemployed. The result implies how 
challenging it has recently become for companies to attract talent without brand power as recruiters. To 
reinforce brand power as a recruiter, numerous researches unveil that adequate organizational culture 
is leaving positive impacts. For instance, Glassdoor conducted survey in 2019 with approximately five 
thousand job seekers from the United States, the United Kingdom, France, and Germany, and found out 
that 77% of participants responded that they would take closer look at organizational culture of potential 
employers before applying for jobs, while 56% stated that organizational culture would be more crucial 
in job satisfaction than salary. In addition, 



In addition to the organizational culture, work-life balance and sense of accomplishment from work 
shall be the key. The Millennials and Generation Z tend to weigh more on these two elements, and with 
these younger-aged groups making up the majority of workforce within organizations, they receive 
more spotlights today. One of the survey has recently uncovered that 87% of the Millennials weigh on 
opportunity for professional growth at work.

A global survey by the Netherlands-based HR consultancy, Randstad discovered that 30% of 
respondents would leave companies that leave negative impacts on work-life balance, while 40% 
responded that they would leave companies with little prospects for growth. Furthermore, a survey by 
LinkedIn in 2019 released its result that for the past two years, job postings mentioning underlining 
flexibility of working environment grew by 78%, and compared with the past survey in 2015, the number 
of respondents conscious about flexible work hours as part of key elements for job finding increased by 
24%. Job seekers who are conscious about organizational culture, flexible work hours, and opportunities 
for growth are least likely to leave their employers simply after tempting positions and payment. In 
summary, companies looking for professional talents should offer promising outlook for career path and 
work life and turn to a variety of communication channels to attract potential candidates. 

Time For Leaders To Roll Up Their Sleeves
Needless to say, it is essential for recruiting managers to be proactive in finding talents. What is more 
effective, however, is to have management actively involved in recruiting activities. One of the marketing 
experts, for instance, had been spending years working for a larger-sized corporation before moving to 
a smaller-sized start-up that were staffed with less than one hundred members, and were happy about 
new jobs. As to a question of what made such big decision possible, the marketing expert stressed that 
the interview with the CEO were convincing that the company would be worth making a career switch 
and taking up challenges. The CEO of AI software start-up, VoyagerX, Nam Sedong was formerly the 
engineering genious with more than one hudred eighty thousand Facebook followers, and has made 
name for being serious about scouting outperforming talents. The leadership of the AI software start-up 
notoriously upload postings that conclude with recruitment. For instance, posting a video clip illustrating 
expansion work of the office space to be proportionate to business expansion and growth of the size of 
the organization, the CEO finished with the comment, “Looking not too bad, huh? Come and work with 
us!” The proactiveness of the leadership is the secret behind this smaller-sized start-up staffed with fifty 
members attracting key talents in the industry from tech giants today. 

Larger-sized companies continue their best efforts in recruiting qualified talents as well. In fact, these 
companies have been heralding in proactive recruitment activities driven by leadership. The major 
business groups in Korea toured around university campuses with CEOs of affiliate companies and 
key executives to host seminars and lectures, and invested time and resources to lure global talents. 
The former vice president of LG Chemical, Park Jinsoo is one of the key figures who rolled up his 
sleeves in securing talents. After taking the leadership position in 2012, Park toured around the globe 
to visit countries including the United States, Japan, and China and meet hundreds of global talents 
and significant number of them joined the company since then. These global talents are still with the 
company to ensure competitive edge to imply how important it should be for a leader to invest enormous 
amount of time and efforts for recruitment. 

Keep Grabbing Attention 
Obviously, companies would keep attracting talents as they build up attractive organizational culture 
and offer rewards, while continuing business growth. However, unless these attractive elements are 
deftly promoted to the outside world, these recruiting companies would not function properly as powerful 
brands. Since the introduction of smartphones, information in digital format is inundating today that 
companies should make ceaseless efforts in promoting themselves as attractive brands as recruiters, 
and one of the keys to pay attention to is reputation management in virtual spaces.
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About Kim Seongnam
Professor of Human Solution Group and columnist, Kim Seongnam is active in various fields, including 
HR, organizational culture, leadership, coaching and consulting service. Kim is an author of numerous 
publications, including Future Organization 4.0, The Structure Of Horizontal Organization, and I Don’t 
Want To Be An Ubervisor Yet. 

Marketers manage products and service just as parents would give good care for their children. Those 
who oversee management of brands as recruiters need to make similar efforts. Anything that would 
leave impact on organizations and their members – introduction of new products, sales growth, IPO, 
business acquisition, relocation of office spaces, overhaul of HR system, and changes in management 
– would make useful resource for attractive contents for recruiting managers. In Korea, one of the 
trending topics in HR management was “recruitment on rolling basis.” As of the end of 2021, the 
majority of the four major business groups except Samsung have announced that they would no longer 
run open recruitment system to hire university graduates. And to the dismay of many, the business 
group associated with conservative organizational culture, Hyuundai Motors took initiatives in recent 
transformation. Since claiming the leadership position in September 2018, the vice president Chung 
Euisun has made it public that he would drive changes to be relevant to the upcoming Industry 4.0 and 
seek transformation in working method. And the introduction of new recruitment scheme is part of such 
drive. The efforts were soon followed by less restriction on dress code at work, transformation in ranks 
and position, and flexibility in reporting and communication system. 

In parallel, video clips can be useful in spreading messages and attracting attention from the public. 
An entertainment program from the Korean broadcasting company titled, “Working Vlog” is one of the 
notable examples. The program graphically illustrates lives of professionals and gathered popularity, 
with viewing rate per minute reaching as high as 7.5%. The program clearly hinted that video clips 
would be more useful than texts or images in delivering messages. 

On the other hand, employees of companies play crucial part in building reputations online. When 
purchasing pricey products or services, the majority of customers turn to their peers who have has 
experience with the products or services before. This explains why reviews make up the vast majority 
of video clips uploaded on YouTube today. In a similar sense, companies should pay close attention 
to what their employee say, as they would make influential brand ambassadors within the context of 
recruiting. Because reviews, blog postings, vlogs on YouTube and comments to questions are, in reality, 
more reliable for potential candidates from the outside. 
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Hot-Blooded Talents 
in a Cold City 

The skyscrapers in Teheran-ro in Seoul look 
monotonous and cold from the outside. But as 
you take a closer look, you will know that inside of 
these high-rise buildings are filled with aspiration 
and passion for growth. In one of the most vibrant 
business districts in the capital of Korea, scores 
of start-ups are making breakthroughs to outpace 
larger business groups in market valuations and 
pioneering in transformation in work culture. 
Undeniably, Teheran-ro is where definitions of 
career path and growth are freshly updated. W
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The Epicenter of 
New Work Culture – 
Teheran-ro 

GUIDE
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A Stroll Along Bustling Streets 
Of The Busiest Business District In Seoul
 
Observing passers-by while commuting and aspiring business leaders in shared office 
spaces throughout the two years working for a start-up, I once asked myself a few 
questions about work. A series of simples questions about what work means to these 
young and promising talents who jumped out of their comfort zones to make career 
switches, hopping onto smaller-sized start-ups and spending countless nights for work, 
despite knowing that they would not be paid for working overtime. Out of pure curiosity 
of where the energy and drive of these passionate talents come from, I took a stroll 
along the streets of Teheran-ro, stretching between Gangnam Station and Samseong 
Station.

Walking along Teheran-ro in the afternoon, I could observe how diverse the talents 
working in the district could be, just by what they are cladding in – spanning vastly 
from black ties to hoodies. What has caught my eyes is that professionals bustling 
in the streets of one of the busiest business districts in Seoul choose to wear more 
comfortable clothes. In fact, the business district with long lines of skyscrapers began to 
attract start-ups since late 2010’s. The district first saw financial industry flourishing in 
the beginning of 1990’s, and as the Korean steel-maker, POSCO built its building, the 
neighboring area has kept attracting scores of businesses of various sizes. And then 
throughout the first few years since the New Millennia, the tech giants strove to make 
their growth in Teheran-ro before relocating to Bundang or Pangyo later. Today, it is the 
start-ups that are filling in the empty spaces in the district of energy and dynamism.

Past the Yeoksam Station to reach Seolleung, I happen to pass by a few shared offices 
and office spaces of start-ups. I found a few having late lunch, and a few others sitting 
at cafés to work. Indeed, as Teheran-ro has gone through changes and trend shifts of 
industry, the district has seen transformation in the way professional talents work, as 
well as what they are sporting in. And what is encompassing these professional talents 
– many of them working for start-ups of various sizes – is autonomy. The vast majority 
of start-ups see their human resource as partners to work together, rather than subjects 
of management. And the skilled and qualified talents, in turn, pour all their hearts and 
might into work. They are serious about their work, and take their work as part of their 
identity. This has been made possible because the start-ups in the area are relatively 
smaller in size, yet still, for the skilled workforce working as they are paid for, they might 
need to be ready for life-changing experience once they make their presence in the 
scene.

With sun setting in the behind the skyline, the area was turning dim. As I walked past 
Seolleung Station, I could see the light coming out of the design office of the Korean 
e-commerce company, Coupang. The lights were still on in WeWork and Fast Five as 
well. I assumed that the lights will never go off late at night. But for anyone who have 
had experience working in start-ups, the lights from these offices would never be as 
romantic as everyone else may imagine. Because they would be literally placed in the 
middle of jungle, where anything that should be taken as granted in businesses with 
resource and system shall not be available. And moreover, only few can anticipate 
that could be ahead of themselves. Unless they attract new investment, their business 
could be swirled into peril. Most members of start-ups tend to dive in to clear what 
are in front of them. Most of all, new challenges may pop up almost on a day-to-day 
basis, because almost everyone is new to the business that only a handful knows 
what to expect. All of these are compounded to make anyone in the start-ups busy. 
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Nevertheless, scores of talented professionals choose to jump into the start-ups 
scenes, because they stress because of the excitement and enlightening experience. 

As to a very fundamental question of why we work, instead of finding answers, one 
may as well spare a few while to observe those who bravely opt to have lines blurred 
between work and life, while everybody else raise their voices for work-life balance. At 
the end of my lengthy walk in Teheran-ro, I dropped by a bookstore in COEX Mall by 
Samseong Station and found a book titled, Phrases from Workplaces written by Kim 
Jisoo. The publication is a compilation of interviews with the most active players in the 
frontlines of different industries to share their insights on work, attitude, policies, and 
strategies. Reading the interview series, I could grasp a few hints of what could be in 
the passionate business leaders’ mind.

Meeting passionate talents spending many years in the frontline of the world of swirling 
transformation yet with sheer pleasure, a few things could become clearer – they never 
draw a clear line between “how to live” and “how to work.” For them, work is part of 
their lives, while their lives are part of their work. And it is, paradoxically, the blurred line 
between work and life that brings them happiness. Hence if you change your question 
of “who you are” into “what you do,” your answer may become much clearer. Because 
the question of “how to live” will find clear and concrete answers by finding clues to the 
question of “how to work…When work and life come together, any talents shall shine 
through at work. Rather than defining oneself as a simple human being, one who signify 
him or herself as a person who is devoted to work in any form is more than ready to 
be exposed to spine-chilling tension and thus, get a grasp of what is going on in the 
transformative world. And furthermore, they keep themselves busy to play their part in 
the community they are belonging to. To keep up with the industry trend and cultivate 
mind, they never cease to hone their skills and update their qualifications and thus, 
become “skillful yet constantly updated.” Then the work naturally becomes part of their 
livelihood and further, their professions of calling.    

 - From an excerpt of Phrases from Workplaces by Kim Jisoo 

In the end, the sheer pleasure from work comes from efforts of self-improvement and 
contribution to communities. And what skilled talents often choose to do in start-ups are 
on the similar extent. What start-ups are aspiring are pacing ahead of trend, because 
they are pushing boundaries to develop services that what markets in the future would 
ask for, rather than what markets may be looking for today. To achieve growth, start-ups 
should serve customers to make their lives better. In this regard, the professional talents 
and business leaders in the start-ups scenes may feel some sense of accomplishment 
and triumph that they are doing their part in making the world a better place. Perhaps 
it is these fulfilling sense and emotions that makes Teheran-ro keep attracting devoted 
business minds. As I walked to Samseong Station to get on the subway, I could find a 
few hints of excitement and thrills that these aspiring business leaders may have felt 
from accomplishment and promising outlook of growth despite fatigue from tough day 
of work. 
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The Masterminds 
Behind Corporate Culture 

111Percent Moon Jeongah
Fast Five Kim Hyeon
Barogo Kim Eunsoo 
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ESSAY Verticality in organizational culture has been waning 
over the past years, being replaced by welcoming 
news of transformation from numerous businesses. 
Here are stories of masterminds who are pushing 
ahead with their ideas of better workplace and 
concrete measures for valuable talents and pouring 
all their might in communicating with members of 
their organizations.  
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After spending five years as a HR manager for a global business group, I had a chance to find a new 
job in one of the fastest growing start-ups in Korea, 111Percent. It was the first step toward the goal 
of applying the  cases of good organizational culture from global companies that I had experienced to 
start-ups. Shortly after joining the company, there was an opportunity to explain to leaders about the 
performance management tools used by the previous employer. Contrary to anticipation for rejection 
to new performance management methods, the leadership agreed with the need, and thanks to this, 
the training turned out to be a success. 

Then when I was collecting necessary data after the session, one of the managers approached me, 
saying, 
"I guess it's my first time saying hello to you. I really appreciate for the session. If you have a moment, 
is it okay if I give you one feedback on the training content? " It was a pleasant surprise that I would 
receive a feedback shortly after the session. So, I instantly responded, "Yes, of course! I’m more than 
happy to receive some. What do you want to feedback on?" "I think you used a lot of English words 
that weren't commonly used. The vocabulary that you used in the previous company comes out 
habitually, right? I understand, but I'd appreciate it if you could explain it in easier words from now on."

It was amazing. And I was shy. It was shameful to use unfamiliar terms for education without 
considering who my audience was. What surprismed me even more was the mature "feedback 
culture" inherent in the company. Many companies emphasize communication as a key task in 
improving organizational culture. Even if each seems to suggest a different communication plan, its 
essence is mostly in the culture surrounding feedback. Many companies know the importance of 
feedback and offer carefully structured schemes. The same was true of the previous companies I 

Feedback, the Key Driver to Keep Me Motivated 
111Percent Moon Jeongah

worked for. However, there is one big obstacle for feedback to play its role. However, the obstacle 
was not seen in this company. The leader's honest feedback, saying that he did not understand well, 
felt amazing beyond a fresh shock. Subsequently, what I felt back then turned into belated respect 
and reflection on the company, which has a much higher level of communication than the feedback 
culture I experienced.

111 percent define feedback as “talking honestly for growth of your colleagues and partners based 
on listening and understanding.” The first feedback I received after joining the company aligned 
with the definition. The leader honestly told me what he found it difficult to understand the messages 
sprinkled with English vocabularies and politely asked me to make it easier to understand next time. 
This feedback cannot be felt as an offense. Rather, I felt that the feedback functioned as the key 
for me to resolve other problems that I would otherwise have run into. After I learn that all members 
exchanged honest feedback, I thought I could do anything in this organization. I wasn't afraid to make 
new experiments because there were people who would tell me whether I was doing well.

When newcomers join the company, I spend a lot of time introducing our company's feedback culture. 
This is because I believe that honest is the driving force behind the challenges and growth we pursue, 
and it can most effectively create a psychological sense of safety and an immersive environment 
accordingly. I often compare feedback with warning signs on the instrument panel while driving. When 
we see a warning light that flashes when we don't fasten our seat belts or a warning light that pops up 
when we need fuel, we finally feel that this car is safe. The same goes for feedback. Feedback is not 
intended to reprimand my mistakes, but a safeguard that informs me of important factors that I may 
miss in running toward my goals. Not long after joining the company a few days ago, the leader has 
been consulting about his concerns, saying he does not know how to take the direction of the project. 
I told the story of the first feedback I received.

"Why don't you give it a try? Because here, it is safe to take risks!”
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“You don’t need to change the entire world to build a successful 
business. You just need to change someone’s world."
This is one of the striking lines that I found from Pat Flynn's book, 
Super Fan.

 
I believe that the same goes for many companies, as they 
would need to make their staff members the first tier of fans. In 
fact, at first, I thought that "fan" was only for fancy celebrities or 
global brands on TVs. So, when I set our team's goal to "make 
executives and employees fans of our company first," I felt a bit 
of pressure. However, after find the line from Pat Flynn, I thought 
I could focus on the object of "someone" instead of the grandeur 
of "changing the world." 

It can make a huge change enough to change the world to 
successfully lead corporate culture, but wouldn't the company 
be a favorite place beyond the concept of work if it shares 
a special moment and adds a little fun to someone's normal 
daily life? With this in mind, the company planned a process 

Turning Nothing Special 
into Something Special 
Fast Five Kim Hyeon

to celebrate extremely personal events such as birthdays, 
marriage, and childbirth, and used in-house messengers to 
provide communication for all employees to celebrate small 
anniversaries such as one hundred days or one year anniversary. 
And in parallel, we have organized a few fun activities that staff 
members can actively take part that these days, quite a few 
come and ask, "Do we have anything fun these days?” The 
journey is still ongoing, and I should admit that it is realistically 
difficult to take care of all the staff members of Fastfive across 
Seoul areas. Indeed, there is still a long way before converting 
all the staff members into fandom. Yet at least as for myself, 
meeting and communicating with the staff members and 
planning cultural programs that would be welcomed by all, I 
myself became a fans of them. 

Just as I like friends who create fun elements for tomorrow's 
award or celebrate and comfort good things and sad things 
together, I hope Fastfive will feel like a friend who shares a 
pleasant daily life without pressure. In order to change being 
at work to a moment when I feel special in my daily life, not just 
ordinary working hours, I become a fan of the losers today and 
think in many ways and listen to their voices around various 
points. I hope all the staff members of Fastfive can have fun and 
excitement every day.

Some companies focus on finding and improving weakness 
while others weigh on maximizing strengths. There are 
various organizational development theories and models, 
and Appreciative Inquiry by Cummings and Worley sets itself 
apart from convetional approaches. The method of pursuing 
change based on the positive energy and best experience of 
an organization has recently been used by many companies 
and organizations. Barogo focuses on positive energy as well. 
By providing the foundation for developing and demonstrating 
individual strengths as much as possible, individuals and 
companies are creating models that grow together.

Here are the organizational and cultural activities conducted by 
Barogo. First, implementation of various events during the year. 
Recently, the in-house cafe on the first floor has been decorated 
themed around Halloween and various props have been 
prepared. Employees visiting the cafe used props to take fun 
photos, and received generous prizes when they played games 
with host agents dressed as characters. I'll leave it up to your 
imagination to see what happens if you lose the game (laugh). 
In addition, various events are held every season, including 
summer bevents, Christmas events, and Valentine's Day events, 
so that members can feel small joys at work.

Second, the company runs a scheme to encourage staff 
members to compliment and appreciate one another openly. 
Through a web page dedicated to the in-house praise system, 
each person can send messages of compliments and thank-you 

Building Organizational Culture 
Filled with Optimism 
Barogo Kim Eunsoo 

notes ten times a month, and the person, vice versa, can check 
the messages delivered. And as many as the messages of 
compliments and appreciation received, the person can redeem 
in forms of mobile gift certificates. For your reference, a group 
of staff members created the web page pro bono. In paralle, 
staff members can take part in relays of sharing thank-you 
messages to their colleagues. Working remotely, it has become 
challenges to interact with one another and feel sense of 
community. Nevertheless, for seamlessness at work, employees 
keep in touch closely and exchange help with each other. The 
relay scheme started to create an atmosphere of mutual warmth 
and coexistence by revealing the beautiful stories that take 
place in it so that more people can relate themselves with them. 
Third, monthly company-wide meeting is held to strengthen 
communication. The name of the monthly meeting is All Barogo's 
Communication (A.B.C.), which was also created through in-

house contests. All employees participate in the A.B.C meeting 
via video conferencing, covering the company's overall status 
and issues. For example, the company's information, such as 
sales, operating profit, and business status by department and 
teams, is shared as much as possible. Above all, the focus of 
this meeting is a reminder of vision and mission. It emphasizes 
that all employees can move in the same direction. The 
management will brief on the business activities and progress, 
while all members can present their opinions and discussions 
will be held. Opinions that were not presented due to time 
constraint can be collected through a questionnaire immediately 
after the meeting. The collected survey contents must be shared 
at the next meeting.

The last thing to introduce is our own special event to celebrate 
the founding of the company. Other companies will designate 
their anniversary as a holiday or reward a few of outperforming 
members. However, Barogo hosts a special event – flea market. 
When employees donate goods, they find new owners who 
would give new lives to the goods through auctions. The fund 
raised from the engaging event will be donated to those who are 
in need of help, including delivery agents and business owners. 
The activities introduced so far are being carried out through 
collaboration and participation of various departments to bring 
together the employees based in different places during the 
pandemic and create a warmer and more vibrant atmosphere 
through their positive energy.
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One of useful life-changing tactics is to revise the way you spend your 
time. Because what you watch, listen to, and experience will shape your 
day, and with your days multiplied, you will experience transformation. If 
you have anything you’re fancying to become, you may as well observe 
those who are close to the image and try a few of their secrets. W
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PLAYLIST

Choices of Those 
Who Perform Well at Work  

Inspiration from Music, Movies, and Books 

Yozmsa
Personal Lives of Young 
and Promising Talents Today 

If you are lost in finding jobs that fit you better and figuring out what 
to do to be yourself at work, you need to take a turn around and see 
what others choose to do.  The Youtube channel Yozmsa shares 
stories of the millennials who bravely make their choices to deftly 
balance between personal and professional growth. And from their 
stories, you will find some inspiration on how to be yourself at both 
professional and personal life. 

H. youtube.com/c/yozmsa

A-ha! Letter
A Giant Step Forward Made Possible by 
Exhilarating Experience from Enlightening Contents 

This is a newsletter service from an Korean publishing company, 
Wisdom House and is packed with inspirations and motivations 
for self-improvement. The newsletter service seeks to deliver 
contents for those who aspire improvement in performance at work 
or professional growth. The naming idea came from the publishing 
company’s sincere wish that readers would find inspiration and 
rejoiceful “a-ha” moments from contents of the newsletter. Once 
you sign up, you will receive a variety of contents every other 
Thursday. 

H. aha-contents.com

Careerly
With All the Pros of Social Media 

Some social media accounts are packed with valuable contents 
that you won’t feel it’s waste of time scrolling down the screen. 
Among them, “Careerly” could be placed on top of the short list 
of such social media accounts. Designed by a contents platform 
Publy to serve job seekers, this social media service archives and 
shares news and insights from industry experts and professionals 
from their workplaces. Since the service attracts innumerable 
professionals from different professions, you will find unmatched 
inspirations and insights that no other rivals can offer. 

H. careerly.co.kr
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Handal.us
Exploring What It’s Like Growing Together 

One of the statistics has revealed that when you try anything by 
yourself, the probability of success reaches 4%, whereas when 
you find your partners, the percentage soars to as high as 80%. 
Inspired from the statistics, Handal.us started a community for those 
who look to start anything new. One of the signature programs, 
Jakshimsamil (this four character idiom in Sino-Korean originally 
means a resolution that lasts less than three days) targets those 
who are serious about their professional goals, running three-day 
workshops. Some of them include programs that help participants 
who experience burn-out recover their energy and motivation. 

H. handal.us

My Working Vlog
The Vast World of Making Livelihood 

The variety show program aired by the Korean broadcasting 
company, MBC, “My Working Vlog” has started with simply curiosity 
about what everybody else choose to do to make their living and 
whether everybody is swinging back and forth between heaven 
and hell at work. This vlog format illustrates scenes from offices 
that many could relate themselves to and features jobs that are 
not easily found around us. Sneaking a peek at someone else’s 
workplace, the program is designed to let viewers observe a variety 
of occupations. Indeed, in this vast world, you will find a variety of 
ways of making livelihood. 

H. program.imbc.com/myworkingvlog

Ode Studio Seoul
An Ode to All Wage Workers 

If you find yourself somewhat half-hearted in front of your 
computer screen, it is probably time for coffee and some music for 
a pick-me-up. The YouTube channel, Ode Studio Seoul created 
playlists, “A Playlist for Workers Vol. 1 &2” that would be pleasant 
to play on worktables. For your information, the name “ode” 
came from a Greek word, referring to a lyric poetry dedicated to 
someone. Living up to the name, the playlists touches hearts of 
listeners with carefully chosen tracks. 

H. youtube.com/c/OdeStudioSeoul

MO BETTER WOKS
How Outperforming Professionals Work 

For those wondering how outperforming professionals keep their 
archives and manage their time, MO BETTER WORKS team has 
touched on ten work tools in the episode, “Work Tools Live Talk” 
on its Youtube channel. The deftly skilled professionals make their 
appearance to share their tips, including how to set priorities at 
work, how to write meeting minutes, and how to design products. 
The episode can be useful for having a quick look at how the 
talented designers work at the studio. 

H. mobetterworks.com

Welaaa 
Pleasant Ways to Get Immersed in Thought, 
Listening to Audio Books 

Learning Spoons
Where to Find Mentors from Virtual Spaces

Commuting time is often taken as time to be wasted. But if you look 
to make most of the spare time travelling back and forth between 
work and home, you may find a few useful solutions such as audio 
books. Knowledge-based contents platform, Willa is one of few that 
offers an extensive variety of categories, spanning from economics 
and business, self improvement, fiction, non-fiction, to liberal arts. 
In addition, the platform serves customers with curations, including 
“Secrets behind Professionals Who Perform Well at Work” that it 
takes less efforts to find quality contents. 

H. welaaa.com

Growing number of young and promising professionals are looking 
to acquire skills from virtual contents– so much so that in Korea, 
a new term referring to “virtual mentor” has been coined recently. 
Learning Spoons is being one of such, offering contents and 
programs that help aspiring professionals in acquiring necessary 
skills for their career development, in a variety of categories, 
including data management, programming, marketing, and human 
resource management. In parallel, the platform runs in-person 
training programs. When you bump into a road block throughout 
your career path, this friendly guide would help you grow. 

H. learningspoons.com
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Where to Meet SEOUL MADE

Like a streak of sunlight coming through layers of cloud, “Sunshine Book Store” 
is a place to find warmth and inspiration in the midst of fast-paced everyday lives 
inundated with shallowness and toughness. This book shop is ready to welcome 
customers from a variety of backgrounds with its community space and exhibition 
space, as well as its book curation and thus, blends well into the local community. 

Sunshine Book Store 
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A. 1F, Jeongneung-ro 346, Seongbuk-gu, Seoul
H. instagram.com/sunshinebook_seoul
T. 0507 1340 5272
O. Mon - Sat 10:00 – 22:00, Closed on Sundays  

It is such a pleasure to meet you in person. Please introduce 
“Sunshine Book Store.” 
Sunshine Book Store is a neighborhood bookshop located in 
Jeongneung in Seongbuk-gu, Seoul. The place has been with 
me since I was little that I feel attached to it. 

The Korean name literally translates into “Into the Sunshine” 
that only few would figure out that it is book store. 
I agree. I came up with the naming idea as I imagined that it 
could be a streak of sunlight coming out of clouds that would 
add warmth to life with shallowness and toughness.  

What made you run a bookstore? 
Quite unlike everybody else who ambitiously dreamed to 
becoming scientists or the president of the country, I have 
wished to be what could look plain and simple to others, such 
as an owner of a comics book shop, a book store, or a pub. And 
when I came to Jeongneung as a grown-up, it occurred to me 
that I should experiment with what I had never tried before. 

What would you want your customer to remember Sunshine 
Book Store in the future? 
I hope all the customers dropping by the book store have 
good memories and feel coziness. And I wish my customers 
could remember the store as a place to find warmth and fresh 
inspirations – something nowhere else can offer.  

The bookstore offers Mini Book to experience some of the 
contents from SEOUL MADE. 
I need to be honest that I came to know about the magazine, 
running into the Mini Book in other stores and an idea flew into 
my mind that I should have a few copies in the book store. It is 
very small, yet packed with contents covering everything I wish 
to try and everywhere I hope to visit. I’d like to recommend the 
magazine for those who have taken on their journey to find out 
what they like and what they want to do. 

INTERVIEW

CEO of Sunshine Book Store
CEO Choi Choonghee

Last but not least, what kind of city is Seoul to you?
Seoul was the city where I was born and grew up, and 
where I will be based in the future. It is a city of diversity and 
convenience balancing well with its uniqueness.
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OFFLINE STORE
Kyobo Book Centre

Youngpoong Bookstore
Arc & Book Shinchon Store

Arc & Book Jamsil Store
Arc & Book Itaewon Store

Uhjjudah Promenade 
The Magazine Club 

Cafe Skon
Dongyang Bookstore

Bookstore Donga
Moonwoodang Bookshop

ONLINE STORE
Kyobo Book Centre kyobobook.co.kr 

Youngpoong Bookstore ypbooks.co.kr
Interpark interpark.com 

Aladin aladin.co.kr 
YES24 yes24.com

AROUND a-round.kr

E-BOOK STORE
Kyobo ebook kyobobook.co.kr 

YES 24 yes24.com
Aladin aladin.co.kr 

Bookclub Millie millie.col.kr 
Ridi Books ridibooks.com

Joins Prime  joins.com

PREMIUM BOOK

Where To Find Seoul Made 
Premium Book

Buy now

For inquiries on displaying SEOUL MADE Mini Book in your store,

 please send us an email to the following address:

hi.knox@a-round.kr

The mini book of Seoul Made is a booklet to showcase some of the contents for preview. 
Seoul Made Mini Book is available for free in the following locations.

PREVIEW MINI BOOK

Where To Find SEOUL MADE 
Mini Book

CAFE

Terra Rosa
Seoul Gwanghwamun Store, Seoul MMCA Store, 

Seoul SAC Store, Seoul Posco Center Store, 
Seoul Gil-dong Store, Gyeonggi Dongtan Lake Store, 

Gyeonggi Pangyo Store, Busan Suyeong Store, 
Jeju Seogwipo Store, Gangneung Imdang Store, 

Gangneung Gyeongpoho Lake Store

BrownHands
Guro Ditigal Complex Store, Dogok Store, Suweon Store, 

Beakje Store, Gaehang-ro Store, Masan Store, Gwangbok 
Store, Lotte Premium Outlet Dong-Busan Store 

Yeonnambangagan 
Yeongnam Main Store, Seoul Station Store 

Peace Piece
Janggi Store, Jeongbalsan Store, Unjeong Store

Slow Forest 
Samcheong-ro 5 gil 20, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Yeonnamjang
Yeonghui-ro 5 gil 22, Seodaemun-gu, Seoul

Slow Forest 
Seongmisan-ro 31 gil 14, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Café Skon
Seongmisan-ro 172, Mapo-gu, Seoul

mk2
Jahamun-ro 10 gil 17, Jongno-gu, Seoul

fyi 
Yeoksam-ro 180, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

BOOK STORE

Arc & Book Itaewon Store
B1, Itaewon-dong 22-76, Yongsan-gu, Seoul 

Uhjjudah Bookstore
Worldcup-ro 19 gil 74, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Sunshine Book Store
1F Jeongneung-ro 346, Seongbuk-gu, Seoul 

Broccoli Soop
2F, Hwaseomun-ro 32 beon-gil 21-10, Paldal-gu, Suwon-

si, Gyeonggi-do

Life Books & Art 
4F, Dalmaji-gil 65 geon-gil 167, Haeundae-gu, Busan 

Bookstore Donga
Subuk-ro 108, Sokcho, Gangwon-do

Moonwoodang Bookshop
Joongang-ro 45, Sokcho, Gangwon-do

DESIGN SHOP

Object
Hongdae Store, Samcheong Store, Samdeok Store, 
Seomyeon Store, Jeonju Store, Jeju Seonheul Store, 

Seongsu Store

ready to wellness
4F, Toegye-ro 2 gil 9-8, Jung-gu, Seoul

B-Side Ground
Yongji-ro 136, Gangneung, Gangwon-do
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